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  Maritime Events Calendar
December '17

 5-8 MArintec cn 2017 (ShAnGhAi new internAtionAL expo 
center, ShAnGhAi, cn)

January '18

 19 maritime breakfast forum #129 
(Department of foreign affairs(Dfa), 2330 roxas blvD., 

pasay city)

23-24 MeGA cArGo Show 2018 (hALL no. V, BoMBAy exhiBition 
centre, MUMBAi, in)

24                  VietShip 2018 (VietnAM nAtionAL conVention center, 
hAnoi, Vn)

february '18

 8 maritime breakfast forum #130 
(cebu ports authority (cpa), north reclamation area, 

cebu city, cebu)

march '18

 14-16 ASiA pAcific MAritiMe 2018 (MArinA BAy SAnd, SinGApore, 
SinGApore)

  20 maritime breakfast forum #131 
(maritime acaDemy of asia anD the pacific (maap), 

kamaya point, mariveles, bataan)

april '18

20 maritime breakfast forum #132 
(maritime inDustry authority (marina), taft ave. cor.  

tm kalaw st., ermita, manila)

may '18

25 maritime breakfast forum #133 
(philippine navy (pn), heaDquarters, philippine navy, 

roxas blvD, manila)

July '17

 6-7 15th ASeAn portS And ShippinG 2017  
(SULe ShAnGri-LA, yAnGon, MM)

 12-14 MArine phiLippineS 2017 (SMx conVention center, MAniLA, ph)

 21 maritime breakfast forum #124  
(national coast watch council (ncwc); malacanang 

social hall, 4th floor, mabini hall, malacanang 
palace, manila)

 25-28 BUnkerinG week 2017 (SG)

august '17

 1-4 7th dredGinG & LAnd recLAMAtion ASiA SUMMit (SG)

 1-31 indoneSiA MArine & offShore expo (iMox) 2017 (SwiSS 
BeLhoteL hArBoUr BAy reView, riAU, id)

 18 maritime breakfast forum #125 
(philippine ports authority (ppa), ppa heaD office, 

south harbor, port area, manila)

september '17

 5 donSo ShippinG Meet 2017 (dSM 2017) 
(donSo iSLAnd, Sw)

 11-15 London internAtionAL ShippinG week 2017 (London, Uk)

 19-22 neVA2017  
(expoforiUM conVention And exhiBition center, St. 

peterSBUrG, rU)

   21 ft cyBer SecUrity SUMMit eUrope 2016 (London, Uk)

 22 maritime breakfast forum #126 
(philippine coast guarD (pcg); hpcg, south harbor,  

port area, manila)

october '17

 3 inMex SMM indiA 2017 (the BoMBAy exhiBition centre, 
MUMBAi, in)

 4-6 MALAySiA internAtionAL MArine expo 2017 (MiMex 2017) 
(pUtrA worLd trAde centre, kUALA LUMpUr, My)

 10-12 thAiLAnd MArine & offShore expo 2017  
(Bitec, BAnGkok, th)

 20 maritime breakfast forum #127 
(Department of environment anD natural resources 

(Denr), tba)

 24 the MAritiMe StAndArd tAnker conference  
(GroSVenor hoUSe hoteL, dUBAi, Ae)

november '17

  7-8 crewconnect GLoBAL(hoteL SofiteL phiLippine pLAzA, 
MAniLA, ph)

  7-10 eUroport 2017 (rotterdAM Ahoy, rotterdAM, nL)

 16 maritime breakfast forum #127 
(Department of transportation (Dotr), tba)

 maritime Calendar Feature story

MarRev Executive Editor handing over copies of The Maritime Review to LtCol 
Domingo of the PMA Library.
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 maritime Calendar Feature story

Rearing A Maritime Nation
by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

the presentation of some groups working to promote aware-
ness of the archipelagic and maritime nature of the nation 
is one of the highlights of the recent maritime forum held 

last month at the national Defense college of the philippines. this 
could have been triggered by the developing situations in the South 
china Sea and benham rise in the philippine Sea.

Security analysts in the past have always regarded the spratlys in 
the South china Sea as one of the world’s conflict “flash points” long 
before china formulated its latest naval strategy of establishing mari-
time defense perimeter way beyond its territorial boundaries. it maybe 
recalled that china’s modernization starting 1978 needed tremendous 
energy requirements, which has led china to become an oil importer 
since 1995. with rising population and increased production outputs 
to propel its economy, china had to focus on exploiting its sea areas 
for energy, mineral and fishery 
resources. it gradually devel-
oped a strong maritime force 
and converted three features 
in the Spratlys into naval bases 
to do just that. Many nations 
have been alarmed over 
china’s posturing that could 
hamper freedom of navigation, 
degrade the marine environ-
ment, and disturb maritime 
commerce.

At the northeastern part 
of the philippines lies a less 
known sea frontier, benham 
rise, lately renamed as 
philippine rise, and believed 
to contain considerable ocean 
resources for the present and 
future generations. the United 
nations’ award of extended 
continental shelf in that region 
five years ago added addi-
tional seabed area for the philippines to exercise sovereign rights 
but has gone unnoticed until the government reported few months 
ago the sighting of chinese vessels on extended stay. incidentally the 
philippine rise is within china’s controversial “nine-dash line” mari-
time claim.

china’s assertive stance in South china Sea has generated negative 
reactions from several countries. the previous philippine government 
unilaterally took an aggressive position but received no encourage-
ment from its neighbors. chinese response adversely affected the 
country’s bilateral trade. the new administration, however, adopted a 
more pragmatic view to set aside territorial issues for the meantime in 
favor of economic opportunities and conflict avoidance.   

the government’s new approach towards philippines-china 
relations must be taken positively at this point in time. Already, the 
chinese have shown their willingness to assist in the social (drug reha-
bilitation and aid to conflict area), economic (infrastructure soft loans 
and bilateral trade), and military affairs (weapons acquisition). with 
these developments, the incumbent president clearly demonstrated 
his resolve to adopt an independent foreign policy as enunciated by 

the constitution, and avoid the risk of military confrontation. this 
period of friendly relations presents an opportune time for the country 
to reflect and put some time and efforts to awaken the patriotic spirit 
of the people and instill the “maritime nation” mind set.   

the geographical position and physical configuration of the 
country make it a maritime nation. it is at the crossroad of the western 
pacific ocean where half of the global tonnage carrying a third of 
monetary value of world commerce passes through. it has plentiful 
natural resources and uses the sea as principal means of communica-
tion and livelihood. the country is a top provider of merchant seamen 
in the world and has the 12th largest population. it has extensive terri-
tory with a water area three times the land area. 

But to transform a maritime nation into a sea power it has to satisfy 
six conditions identified by American naval strategist alfred thayer 

mahan. these are: (1) advanta-
geous geographical position; 
(2) serviceable coastlines, 
abundant natural resources 
and a favorable climate; (3) 
extensive territory; (4) a popu-
lation large enough to defend 
its territory; (5) a society with 
an aptitude for the sea and 
commercial enterprise; and (6) 
a government with the influ-
ence to dominate the sea. the 
first five conditions are easy to 
discern but the sixth, and the 
most important, is difficult to 
ascertain.

the 1994 national Marine 
policy promulgated during 
president fidel v. ramos 
administration is the first 
comprehensive initiative to 
make the country a maritime 

power. it mandates to shift the focus of development from land-
based to marine-based. this policy conditions the government to 
“dominate the sea.” As John f. kennedy once said: “Control of the sea 
means security. Control of the seas means peace.” Sadly, after 23 years 
not much has been achieved. for example, despite being the 4th in 
the world in merchant fleet production in terms of tonnage, not a 
single medium to large combatant vessel has been built by local ship-
yards since the issuance of that policy and that the top shipbuilders, 
tonnage-wise, are foreign-owned. the sea going forces mandated to 
protect the merchant fleet and maritime areas continue to encounter 
difficulties in convincing the budget decision makers to fund their 
modernization programs. failing to implement those programs 
has adverse impact on operational force planning and readiness 
involving deployment, sustenance, maintenance and training.

with the recent formation of some advocacy groups to attract 
people to recognize and support the country’s maritime character 
and the government’s new foreign policy, there is great hope that 
philippines may eventually emerge as a true maritime nation that is 
capable of becoming a sea power… a sea power that is committed to 
peace, progress, and stability in the Asia-pacific region. 
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  MaritiMe events

Philippine Maritime Conference at the  
4th PHILMARINE 2017

SMX Convention Center, Manila
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

on 12-July-2017 the maritime league, represented by commo carlos l agustin Afp (ret), and its co-host the department of Agriculture’s 
bureau of fisheries and aquatic resources (Da-bfar), represented by secretary emmanuel piñol, in partnership with fireworks philippines, 
will sponsor a full-day maritime conference entitled “Maritime Forces: Naval Defense and Non-Traditional Roles.” five notable speakers from the 
maritime sector will share their viewpoints and interact with the participants.

At 10:45 a.m., the first speaker, hon. Delfin n lorenzana, Secretary of national defense of the philippines, will talk on the 
“Philippine Self-Reliant Defense Program: A Challenge to Maritime Defense Industries.” vaDm ronald Joseph J mercado (Afp), the 
incumbent flag officer in command, philippine navy, will introduce the Secretary.

At 11:15 a.m., the second speaker, his excellency sung kim, U.S. Ambassador to the philippines, will present a paper on 
“Protecting Maritime Commons: The United States perspective.” retired vaDm mateo m mayuga, former navy flag officer in 
command, will introduce the speaker.

At 1:00 p.m., the third speaker, national director of the Bureau of fisheries and Aquatic resources commodore eduardo 
b gongona pcG (ret), will discuss “Food Security in the Maritime Domain.” retired coast Guard commodore gilbert D rueras 
will introduce the speaker.

At 2:00 p.m., the fourth speaker, his excellency igor anatolyevich khovaev, russian federation Ambassador to the 
philippines, will give a presentation on “Russian Maritime Defense Industries: Challenges and Opportunities.” retired vaDm 
alexander b pama, also a former navy flag officer in command, will introduce the Ambassador.

At 3:00 p.m., the fifth and final speaker, bgen charito b plaza Afp (r), MnSA, ph.d., the director-General, philippine 
economic zone Authority (pezA), will discuss “The Role of PEZA in Maritime Defense Industry Development.” retired navy 
commodore francisco l tolin, one of the founding members of the Maritime League, will do the introduction.

Maritime League trustee albert suansing will be the master of ceremonies while Ms vicky viray 
mendoza will be the speech synthesizer.

in the following days, July 13 and 14, the maritime industry authority, headed by Dr marcial quirico 
amaro, and other maritime companies will conduct marine technical presentations in the same venue.
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defending one’s homeland is one of the primordial duties 
of the state.  our constitution mandates the creation of a 
citizen armed force that consists of a small standing army 

and a sizeable reserve force.

with a small regular armed force, our defense policy largely depends 
on three basic factors: the threats, the allies, and the technology.

As many of us have witnessed for some time now, the end of the 
cold war ushered the resumption of many old territorial, ethnic, racial, 
cultural, religious, and ideological conflicts all over the world. our nation 
is beset with some of these and which affects our national sovereignty 
and people’s way of life. these will continue to threaten our democratic 
institutions unless we, as a nation, work together to fully address the 
root causes and to create lasting and meaningful solutions.

Another factor that helps shape our defense policy is the existence 
of foreign allies. Some of our allies that continuously assist us are the 
United States, Australia, South korea, Japan, among others.

technology is also a critical factor in defense policy formulation 
while bilateral and multilateral defense exercises, as well as international 
military education and training given by friendly countries contribute to 
the knowledge base of our armed forces personnel. the lack or absence 
of hardware to apply those learning affects competence and morale.

Given the volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of the secu-
rity landscape, we endeavor to balance our defense systems inventory. it is 
in the field of technology that we anchor our self-reliant defense posture 
program. And this is where our maritime defense industries, which are 
technology-based, are now called upon to participate. we recognize the 
restricting provisions imposed by existing laws on procurement of major 

Hydrographic Survey vessel built by Colorado Shipyard for NAMRIA.

defense equipment. But such preconditions are only meant to protect 
taxpayer’s money and not to favor any particular group.

the revised modernization law’s implementing guidelines, rues 
and regulations level the playing field for legitimate local industries 
to build major defense equipment and weapons systems for the 
Afp. with this development, i would like to encourage our domestic 
maritime industries to dedicate some resources to design, construct, 
upgrade, and upkeep defense materiel for our armed forces.

the armed forces selection of defense equipment and weapons 
systems require adherence to certain criteria so that the end users – 
our soldiers – will have protection against the nation’s adversary.

we are all aware how tedious and time-consuming government 
procurement process is because of numerous documentary requirements 
and confirmatory actions. it is in this light that i would suggest to prospec-
tive suppliers to carefully study the process and avoid short-cuts. Many 
projects have incurred delays or contract rescinded due to questionable 
documents. i would also suggest that they visit and consult the acquisition 
project teams to clarify matters in operational and technical specifications.

Let me end by citing some words of wisdom from dwight 
eisenhower, a 20th century soldier and statesman:  “Successful defense 
will never be possible unless you devote yourselves to this work, this 
study, and this preparation. without financial remuneration, your sole 
reward is the sanctity of your firesides, the esteem of your countrymen, 
and the approval of our own conscience.”

    

Speech of Secretary of National Defense, Hon. Delfin N. Lorenzana
Maritime Conference 2017, SMX Convention Center, Manila

Philippine Self-Reliant Defense 
Posture Program

by Secretary Delfin N. Lorenzana
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on invitation from the rok Ministry of foreign Affairs, 
former diLG sec rafael m alunan and i took on a very 
enlightening journey to revisit the republic of korea 

and review anew the various conditions and characteristics that 
surround the tremendous progress and development of that great 
country. the visit was arranged by rok Ambassador to the ph kim 
Jae shin and taekwondo kukkiwon chairman hong sung chon.

i have known raffy alunan since he was tourism Secretary during 
the cory Aquino administration. i first met him when corregidor 
foundation inc. (cfi) executive director col alfredo xerxes burgos 
invited me to join Alunan (who as the tourism Secretary chaired the 
cfi Board), who was on his first visit to corregidor in 1991. i was 
helping col burgos with the development of corregidor and he 
wanted to highlight the things we did together during the tourism 
Secretary’s visit, thus we showed him the corregidor Lighthouse 
which was under renovation, the VtS radar then being installed 
on the lighthouse tower, which had been replaced by a steel tower 
holding the solar powered system just placed there, the pcG Search 
and rescue Station that was constructed downside, and the hiking 
trail being cleared by us.

i suggested the hiking trail to col burgos not only to provide 
such for visitors especially those checked in at the corregidor 
Lodge operated by the cfi, but to make it easy for security guards 
to patrol isolated areas on the perimeter. weeks earlier, cfi Security 
got reports of treasure hunters on the island but could not locate 
them, and asked us to help. we did a land and amphibious operation 

and found an abandoned cave on the southwest rim of a cliff, 
with 2 sacks of rice, some digging tools and a portable generator 
left by treasure hunters who escaped during the search. to clear 
the foliage and overgrowth was tedious so i did it with sufficient 
manpower, using it as an excuse to conduct a pcg special warfare 
group training exercise, augmented by trainees of the coast Guard 
training center. But i digress.

early in April 2017, alunan texted and asked me if i could join 
a visit to South korea. i called him and he told me that the rok 

Learning from Korea
by Commo. Carlos L. Agustin AFP (Ret)

Welcome to Seoul
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Ambassador had invited him to visit South korea on 25-29 May and 
that he was given a free hand to choose two others. of course, i was 
delighted and readily agreed to join.

My first visit to korea was in a military conference in 1979 
together with MG ignacio i paz, col leopoldo s acot pAf (who 
would 13 years later be cG, pAf) and Maj angelo t reyes pa (who 
would much later be cG, pA in 1998 and Afp chief of Staff in 1999) 
where we saw the large newly-discovered tunnel dug by the north 
koreans. the second visit was during the 1989 world taekwondo 
championships where we sent some Afp participants. the third was 
in an ASeAn regional forum (Arf) eep conference in cheju island 
in 2006 as the lone ph participant. each visit gave me a favorable 
impression on the progress and growth of rok, so i expected that 
this trip would have similar results.

included in the delegation was vadm alexander p pama, 
former pn foic and former director General of the ndrMMc, who 
unfortunately begged off at the last minute because he had a 
medical issue, albeit mild, that required continuous medical obser-
vation in the first 2 days of the trip. fortunately, our Ambassador 
in Seoul, raul t hernandez was able to join us on the first day but 
could not make it for the rest of the schedule.

alunan’s objectives for the visit reflected his keen strategic 
insights and vision:

Politico-security matters on the Korean Peninsula, the South 
China Sea, security alliance concerns, PH foreign policy, PH 
internal security issues, PH credible deterrence direction, 
supplier-client risk management, and ROK urban public safety 
and security systems.

the first day was a look at how the Metropolitan police handles 
peace, order, emergency management, including traffic control 
and enforcement in Seoul, hosted by chief supt. gen. kim, Jung 
hoon, Supt. Gen. hur kyung ryul, and Dir. sr. supt. lee, in sang. 
it shows that with a well-equipped, well-trained professional police 
force, you can handle traffic management, criminal law enforce-
ment, and emergency management in an extremely efficient 

manner. they are real guardians of law and order.

one thing we noted also is the use of army reservists as police 
auxiliary, including in traffic management. it is particularly apt for the 
republic of korea, as their citizens have obligatory military service of 
two years. After about a year of orientation and training, they can be 
idle and a good way to occupy them is through use in emergency and 
disaster management, and as police auxiliary. this might be a sound 
practice the Afp could emulate.

we have had experience in this: After the training of volun-
teer philcag troops, they were used for search and retrieval 
after the 1-August-1968 ruby tower collapse as a result of the 
Magnitude 7.3 casiguran earthquake, where some 270 people 
were killed and an approximately equal number injured (various 
reports gave different numbers for the dead and injured). it was 
quite a good exposure as most of the volunteers were army engi-
neers, although the work they would do in Vietnam was just a 
bit more hazardous. Moreover, it was the tragedy that resulted 
in the creation of the national Disaster coordinating council 
(ndcc), now the nDrrmc.

in the afternoon, we had discussions at lunch with korean 
council of foreign relations (kcfr) chairman han tae kyu, 
former rok foreign Minister myung hwan yu and MofA Second 
Secretary chung wook yung where we discussed various polit-
ical and security issues to include the situation on the korean 
peninsula and east and Southeast Asia and the intentions of 
china and the United States. this lunch meeting was followed by 
a visit to the lotte group, a major korean food conglomerate that 
owns a majority stake of pepsi cola product philippines. we called 
on Lotte chilsung Beverage president young goo lee. Lotte is 
considering expanding its investments in the philippines related 
to hospitality and tourism. the visit was capped off through a tour 
of the 123-storey Lotte world Seoul Sky Building, the 4th tallest 
in the world, completed just last year. we had a magnificent 
360-degree bird’s eye view of the city.

in the evening, we were hosted for dinner by MofA dep. 
dir-Gen for east Asia and pacific Affairs kim eun young together 
with Second Secretary chung wook yun.

on Saturday (27th), we visited the demilitarized zone (dMz) 
along the 38th parallel as guests of the U.n. Joint commission at 
the Joint Security Area (JSA). we were briefed on the history of the 
war and the armistice and related incidents. two blue buildings in 
the dMz extended to north korea, and were the only places visi-
tors or residents of South korea can enter nokor territory (and vice 
versa), which we did (with photos to show). we exchanged shots 
through windows with nokor soldiers outside the building (they 
used cameras; we used mobile phones).

on the third day (28th), we dropped by our embassy to bid 
goodbye and express our thanks before departing by train for 
Ulsan and meet with Amb. raul hernandez, con Gen christopher 
de Jesus, dAfA col. francis lardizabal and anthony cornista, 
protocol officer and Attaché.

from there we visited the peftok memorial, built to honor 
the troops sent by the first Asian country to join the korean war in 
support of the rok (i was there in my 1979 visit), after which we had 
a lunch meeting with Mr lee Dong-gy, director, MofA, SeA division 
and foreign policy academicians prof sa-myung park phD, chair 
Board of regents, kiSeAS; korea U prof Jae hyeok shin, director, 
kAcdc; Mokpo national U prof. seok Joon hong phd; yonsei U Asst 
prof. kim hyung Jong phd, and yonsei U Asst prof sang kook lee. 
we discussed various issues on the korean peninsula, prospects of 

At Hyundai Shipbuilding
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 Chairman's page maritime Forum

continued peace and development, the political situation in east 
Asia, major power rivalries and the South china Sea/wpS. they 
seem quite interested to learn and exchange views but generally 
constrained by some limitation in the english language.

from there we toured the korean war museum but due to time 
constraint, we just proceeded to the peftok section wherein we 
saw memorabilia of lt fidel v ramos and the 2nd Bct (his uniform, 
pistol, cap and photos and equipment of the battalion).  in the war, 
we sent a total of 7,420 troops from 19-September-1950 to May, 
1955 wherein we had 112 kiA and 229 wounded.

from the war Memorial, we proceeded to the train station at 
Gimpo for the “bullet train” trip to Ulsan, near Busan. it was excel-
lent, though fortunately not as fast as the Shinkansen so it enabled 
us to view the beautiful, serene and ecologically enchanting coun-
tryside. if not for the unfortunate philippine demographic growth, 
this could probably be the same sight to behold on the pnr.

the second (and final leg) of the visit was to view the indus-
trial might of rok. our two interests were shipbuilding and 
aerospace, and indeed we got the best there is to see: hyundai 
heavy industries (primarily the shipyards) and korean Aerospace 
industries (kAi).

hyundai heavy industries (ulsan)

we were met, briefed and escorted around the tightly secured 
the tightly secured facility by Mr k.y. sung, Sr. GM, Special and 
naval Shipbuilding division and Mr Jae rak kim, Sr. Sales officer. 
we were given a briefing on the history of the hyundai group, 
from its humble beginnings to its future growth to be the largest 
conglomerate in rok and development to be the prime mover of 
South korea’s growth. today, rok is the top shipbuilding nation 
and hyundai the no. 1 shipbuilding company in the world. Based 
on a wealth of capabilities and experience, hhi has delivered more 
than 2,200 ships all over the world. on naval shipbuilding:

 � hhi Special & naval Shipbuilding division (SnSd) is dedicated to 
naval and special shipbuilding

 � SnSd delivered first Ulsan-class frigate in 1980

 � plays a pivotal role in the fleet modernization of rokn

 � 2 of the 11 hhi drydock and 1 ship lift for SnSd.

key snsD products:

 � Surface warship products: hdd series (destroyer); hdf series 
(frigate); hdc series (corvette). hdp series (patrol);

 � naval Auxiliary products: hAd series (Logistics support);

 � hdL series (Amphibious vessel), hdM series (mine laying), hdt 
series (training); and

 � Submarines: hdS series (3000, 1800, 500, 400 ton).

the philippine navy has become a serious customer and this 
should be pursued, to further go into the submarine area and in 
co-production using a ph shipyard, above all.

korean aerospace industries (saechon)

we were met, briefed and escorted by kAi Sr. exec. Vp and GM 
bgen kim in sik, rokAf (ret.) and 2 Sr. Mgrs of the kAi. Business 
dev. team Jake Jaehong kim, and choi byung sam. Security was 
even tighter in this highly technical facility but we had certain 
pictorials with the staff. the fast pace of development of kAi is 

indeed impressive. we got to view the last two of the 12 kAi fA-50 
jet fighters ordered by the pAf, being prepared for the flight to ph 
within 2 days.

the kAi presentation shows its development, growth and the 
usual corporate aspects – company description, revenue and 
growth (with 4,920 employees, including 1,500 in-house engi-
neers), major programs (fixed wing, rotary wing, modification and 
maintenance, aero structures and aerospace). the second presen-
tation covers proposals for pAf-kAi customer-supplier relations, 
to include the kAi program history and field operations and most 
specifically, the kAi f-50ph program.

our take away from the various discussions during the 4-day 
visit are summed up by Mr alunan:

 � A military solution to counter kim Jong un is not a viable 
option. regime change initiated within nokor is the most ac-
ceptable option although the probability of that happening is 
low at this point. More sanctions, negotiations, defiance and 
tensions should be expected.

 � the lack of U.S. resolve in the South china Sea. freedom of 
navigation operations have proven ineffective so far. china has 
been taking full advantage of the situation. Security relation-
ships are being adjusted and calibrated.

 � iSiS or islamist terrorism is not a security risk factor in rok. 
Questions were raised about the efficacy of martial law and 
the country’s strategy to contain and defeat the problems of 
drugs and terror to protect our economic gains and boost 
investor confidence.

 � the idea of dispersing rok’s strategic industries to other parts 
of the region as a safety and security measure against a hot 
conflict on the peninsula was tabled for discussion.

 � Should rok’s shipyards and aerospace industry be destroyed 
by nokor, it would cripple our navy and Air force and would be 
unable to find spare parts to repair and maintain the combat 
assets we’re acquiring from rok for credible deterrence.

the ph and rok have common denominators in their security 
environment – the U.S., china, russia and Japan. the conduct of 
diplomacy must be given careful attention.

the development of heavy industries, shipbuilding and aero-
space industry must be given utmost priority by the philippines. 
competitiveness of such ph industries rely heavily on energy and 
marketability of the products. in the absence of sufficient consumer 
purchasing power, incentives must be provided to lower the cost of 
production and loan amortization in the case of ship owners in addi-
tion to the energy dimension.

in the next visit of the kAi executives in the philippines, we 
hope to promote possible linkage with the philippine aerospace 
Development corporation (pAdc) for exchange of information, and 
perhaps some kind of cooperation.

A formal linkage between the korean council for foreign 
relations and the philippine council for foreign relations is also 
highly recommended.

our gratitude extends to the rok Ambassador to the ph 
kim Jae shin and taekwondo kukkiwon chairman hong sung 
chon for arranging the invitation by rok’s MofA. we were priv-
ileged to be given a free hand to customize our agenda. we 
likewise thank Ms. Julie lee, our most efficient charming guide 
provided by MofA. 
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 Chairman's page maritime Forum

Proceedings: MF's 115 & 116
115th maritime forum

mf 115 was hosted by the philippine coast guarD  (pcG), held at 
the pcG Building, port Area, Manila on 30-September-2016.

commo carlos l. agustin (ret), forUM chAir thanked the host rAdM 
william melaD, cpcG, and acknowledged hon felipe JuDan, USec dotr 
for Maritime Affairs, as well as the other agency heads present in the forum.

raDm william melaD welcomed all the participants and expressed 
the pcG’s continuing support to the forUM. he cited that the forUM was 
born right at the hQ pcg in the early 1990s. After a short coverage of pcg 
updates, the pcg briefer gave a presentation on the following:

 � the current pcg mission, organiza-
tion, functions and activities related 
to aton (Aids to navigation) system 
was presented, after which a status of 
pcg aton projects was shown. the 
chair queried on the current situa-
tion vis-à-vis ideal standard aton 
requirements as suggested by iala 
(international Association of Light-
house Authorities), and it was shown 
that the philippines has quite a low 
score in that regard. however, there 
are projects designed to upgrade 
and bring the philippines up to par.

 � pcg traffic separation schemes 
highlighted southern Luzon, 
Visayas and davao Gulf.

Lt roDel barraca pn ncwc secretariat gave an update on the sea 
vision project.

the chair said that LtG eDilberto p aDan, former exec dir of the vfa 
commission, had just left but designated Mr Dong beneDicto, president 
of benedicto steel co., to give the briefing on the pcfr delegation’s visit to 
china in relation to the wps problem. he noted there were 16 in the delegation 
consisting of retired Ambassadors, retired senior military and police officers, 
former government officials and business executives, many of whom are still 
in active work. A summary of Mr beneDicto’s report follows:

 � the philippine council for foreign relations (pcfr) delegation vis-
ited Beijing on a people-to-people engagement on 13-16 September, 
2016 at the invitation of the chinese people’s institute of foreign Affairs.

 � Led by Ambassador Jose romero, the pcfr is a policy think tank 
devoted to academic dialogues, policy research, and strategic studies 
on vital foreign policy issues that include national defense and security. 
composed of former philippine ambassadors and senior diplomats, 
retired senior officers of the military and the police, as well as business 
and industry leaders and academicians, the pcfr aims to contribute 
to promoting national interests, enhancing friendly relations with other 
countries, and maintaining international peace and security.

 � the delegation was welcomed by Ambassador liu Zhenmin, china’s 
Vice foreign Minister, who expressed optimism for a new turning point 
in the bilateral relations between the two countries, citing the flourish-
ing friendship and many years of cooperation since the opening of 
diplomatic relations. he welcomed pres. rodrigo Duterte’s expressed 
wish for an improvement of relations and noted the informal talks of 
former president and Special envoy fidel v. ramos held with Madame 
fu ying and professor wu shicun on 10-11 August 2016 in hong kong.

 � the delegation met and exchanged views with several think tanks 
including the china international institute for Strategic Society, the 
ASeAn-china center, the china institute of international Studies, 
and the chinese people’s institute of foreign Affairs.

 � during the meetings, it was pointed out that South china Sea mari-

time and territorial disputes were only a small part of the bilateral 
relations between the two countries. the way to a reinvigoration 
of bilateral relations can start with discussions of matters of mutual 
interest, such as marine and environment protection, fisheries, dis-
aster relief and promoting trade, investment, tourism, and cultural 
and educational exchanges.

 � the meetings welcomed the chairmanship of the philippines of the 
ASeAn in 2017, considering the dynamic and robust ASeAn-china 
dialogue partnership.

 � the trip, planned for 13-19 September, to include Beijing, fuzhou and 
xiamen, was cut short to 13-16 due to the super typhoon whose eye 
passed the last two cities on 17-18 September and were devastated.

Brief updates were given by various 
agencies concerning developments on 
the wps. the pn participant stated that 
they have received instructions that the 
area should be demilitarized, to which the 
chair asked if the pcg was prepared to 
take over the naval station pagasa.

this elicited a lot of comments but finally 
it was suggested that the forUM should 
support such action, and coMMo plariDel 
c garcia (ret) suggested that a resolution 
be passed by the forUM. there were no objec-
tions. the chair requested commo garcia 
draft the reSoLUtion, and the body agreed.

mary ann pastrana, executive Vice president, archipelago 
philippine ferries corporation, gave a brief update on the 41st interferry 
conference (Manila, 15-19 october, 2016) as the minutes of forUM 114 
covered her earlier update. She invited participants to attend the conference.

116th maritime forum
mf 116 was hosted by the namria and convened at the namria 

Board room, namria compound, ft. Bonifacio, on 28-october-2016.

commo carlos l. agustin (ret), forUM chAirMAn, called the 
forum to order at 8:21AM and thanked nAMriA for hosting the forUM. 
he recalled that namria hosted the Group in the mid-2000s when Dg 
Diony a ventura was then head of namria.

Jose c cabanayan dA, namria apologized that the dG, dr peter 
n tiangco, had a crucial engagement. he expressed namria’s support 
for the continuing series of the forUM.

on the matter of approving the draft resolution on the 
“civilianization” of the kci (kalayaan chain of islands) which was distrib-
uted, the chair asked that before we work on finalizing, we should first seek 
confirmation from pn or DnD whether the information about the snD 
directive is accurate. no one could affirm that it had actually been issued, 
so the chair asked if we could defer it for a future discussion once that 
matter comes out or is confirmed. it was thus agreed.

the following are the 3 topics and their respective presenters from namria:

i.  philippine geoportal by Dir John santiago f fabic.  dir fabic 
described the namria national geographic Data sets which consist 
of topographic maps and nautical charts. he gave the following core 
functions of the Agency:

1. Geodetic reference system development
2. topographic base mapping
3. hydrography, physical oceanography and nautical charting
4. environment and natural resource mapping
5. Maritime zones and boundaries mapping
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6. Geospatial information management and services

namria conducts hydrographic and physical oceanographic surveys and 
produces nautical charts (berthing, harbor, approach, coastal, general sailing 
and overview charts), predicts tide and plots current tables, provides the coast 
pilot book and list of lighthouses, sends notices to mariners, and disseminated 
other nautical publications depicting the country’s maritime jurisdictions.

on maritime zones and boundary mapping, namria delineates the varied 
maritime zones of the archipelago including the eez and continental shelves. 
it spearheaded the successful submission to the united nations commission 
on the limits of the continental shelf, the philippine extended continental 
shelf in the benham rise region. it provides technical support to various 
Government agencies on markers pertaining to maritime boundary delimi-
tation and Law of the Sea issues; and to the local government units on the 
delineation and delimitation of the 15-kilometer municipal water boundaries.

he also described the key functions of namria under eo 192 and the 
geoportal project:

project phases:
 � phase 1 – jan 2011 to Sep 2012
 � phase 2 – Jan 2013 to Mar 2014
 � phase 3 – within 2016

objectives:
 � to provide a platform for ict-and GiS-based 

projects, collaboration, resource optimiza-
tion and r&d initiatives;

 � to promote the one nation one map 
advocacy of the Government.

dir fabic went on to enumerate the 
geoportal Data already uploaded by namria 
and a few selected agencies that have cooperated with them, and asked all 
participants to consider informing their colleagues about the project so they can 
likewise share their own information and data in the geoportal. he described 
the process for cooperation (data sharing) to be aptly covered by MoA.  he then 
gave a live interactive demonstration with audience participation.

ii. sea level rise and its implication to the national territory and 
maritime Zones by lcDr carter luma-ang pcGS. the chair noted 
that the presentation is based on luma-ang’s thesis topic, which is 
relevant and important for all participants. the chair noted the paper 
states cdr luma-ang graduated recently from ndcp. Some high-
lights of luma-ang’s thesis include:

 � the data extracted from the models show that the country will lose 
around 2,946.50 sq.km. and 6,151.52 sq.km. of land areas with a 
0.38-meter and 0.82-meter sea level rise, respectively. the land area 
loss after a 0.82-meter sea level rise is larger than the islands of cebu 
and catanduanes combined. Unlike land area, the total length of 
coastlines increases as sea level rises.

 � there are laws that use land area, coastlines, and outermost points in 
their provisions for implementation such as the local government 
code and the philippine fisheries code. these laws must be amend-
ed to prevent any unjust effect to coastal local government units.

 � More experts seem to favor the ambulatory baselines. therefore, existing 
laws and policies of the country should be reviewed and amended if 
necessary, including the proposed maritime Zones bill, to ensure that the 
alarming impacts of sea level rise in the future will not greatly affect how 
the philippine Government manages its own territory and maritime zones.

 � the maritime Zones bill should be revised to state specifically the maritime 
zone limits by listing the coordinates of the limits. At present, the Bill includes 
a general statement that the outer limits of the territorial sea and the eez shall 
be 12 nM and 200 nM from the archipelagic baselines, respectively.

the chair opined that the archipelagic base point may have artificial 
structures extending upwards, and such structures may still be considered 
baselines without violating unclos.

iii. the maritime industry and crowd-sourced bathymetry: make 

your transit matter by LtJG Jaya roperas. the chair stated that 
this presentation has navigational, environmental and charting signifi-
cance as it is about “crowd sourced bathymetry” (cSB), which is an 
international hydrographic organization (iho) effort.

with the help of partners, namria is currently exploring the possibility for 
every AGency and organization with watercraft, including yachts, to become a 
contributor to the bathymetric data that eventually makes it onto the official mari-
time charts. in essence, we can have every yacht or vessel enabled to become a 
true survey vessel and study underwater depth in our rivers, seas, oceans and lakes.

crowdsourcing is a great solution to the problem of every national 
hydrographic office: too much water and not enough mapping resources 
to survey comprehensively, particularly now with a huge eez mandate that 
will take centuries to survey properly, and the use of volunteers with some 
acoustic and GpS positioning capability (now aboard so many ships and 
recreational boats) is very appealing.

however, navigation safety depends on quality and accuracy of input data. 
A cadre of willing but untrained volunteers using 
uncalibrated equipment of differing quality, 
with unknown software and algorithms, under 
varying operating conditions gathering incom-
plete supporting and metadata is not a substitute 
for controlled measurements.

data quality, data processing and liability 
are important and namria has to carefully 
study before accepting third party data for use 
in nautical charting to help fill in the blanks.

once collected, survey data is processed 
using standard procedures to arrive at a 

final answer and then charted to help mariners make sound navigation 
decisions. this is a labor-intensive process in which human judgment is 
intentionally applied. experience has shown that feeding non-standard 
sources into this process explodes the labor required far beyond whatever 
namria could afford, so it accepts third-party data under certain condi-
tions since accepting random data is costly and inefficient.

there is also the issue of liability as private parties may sue the govern-
ment for errors in hydrographic surveying and nautical charting.

in spite of these issues, the public’s interest in crowdsourcing hydro-
graphic data is significant to ensure safe and efficient waterways. thus, 
namria is working now on establishing a network of ‘trusted partners’ 
where it has sufficient control and standards for quality data. 

the chair thanked the presenter, Lt JG raperas but opined that a better name 
for the activity would be “Multi-Sourced Bathymetry, but accepted the explanation 
that the noAA and the iho have adopted the term cSB which has become standard.

finally, the chair requested all participants to inform their heads of agencies 
and companies concerned to study this and cooperate; and also enjoined nAMriA 
to continue training and coordinating on this project as it is certainly significant.

Update on the west philippine Sea (dfA, pn, pcG, BfAr) Update on the west 
philippine Sea (dfA, pn, pcG, BfAr, pcfr). the pcG representative confirmed that 
there is no action on Scarborough Shoal; and that some fishermen from zambales 
have gone there and were not molested.

the chair went on to announce that in the last meeting, the forUM was 
informed that in conjunction with the 25h Anniversary of the Maritime League, the 
presentation of MAritiMe AwArdS to selected companies has been slated, and that 
while a committee has been designated to formalize the selection, he desired confir-
mation of the composition as follows:

 � chairman: rAdM quirico evangelista (ret)
 � Member: coMMo mariano sontillanosa (ret)
 � Member: cApt robert patrimonio pcG

the chair asked if the pcG had no objection on cApt patrimonio’s 
designation, and there being no objection raised, the panel composition 
was thereby confirmed.  

 maritime Forum maritime law
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An UNCLOS-based  
Durable Legal System  

for Regional Maritime Security  
and Ocean Governance  

for the Indo-Pacific  
Maritime Region

(An enhanced maritime awareness agenda for the Maritime Forum)

introduction

the maritime issues under consideration in this article relates to the 
establishment of a legal order and durable regional ocean governance 
mechanism addressing non-traditional maritime security concerns, 
initially concentrated on the South china Sea giving prominence to 
a narrowed ASeAn-china context, but eventually extrapolated to a 
large maritime setting that is the seas of the ASeAn and the central 
indo-pacific. the overarching concern is in regard to a search for a legal 
framework and governance system to underpin a durable regional 
ocean governance cooperation impacting on the management of 

the marine environment and resources, taking into account the South 
china Sea disputes situation. the proposition being advanced herein is 
for the prompt implementation of unclos part ix to establish a legal 
order for cooperative ocean governance and institution-building for 
the South china Sea but impacting on the larger central indo-pacific 
addressing non-traditional maritime security concerns, as aforestated.

At this moment in contemporary history, the 1982 United nations 
convention on Law of the Sea (unclos) is generally accepted as the 
constitution for the oceans that could provide the durable legal 
order and governance mechanism for regional maritime security. in 
the conflict situation of the South china Sea, however, the UncLoS 

 maritime Forum maritime law
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and scientific aspects is already established under unclos part ix and 
merely needs implementation. An UncLoS-imbedded ocean coopera-
tion scenario and perspective for regional States bordering the seas of 
ASeAn and the indo-pacific interconnected enclosed/semi-enclosed 
seas would include the following: brunei, cambodia, indonesia, 
laos, malaysia, myanmar, philippines, vietnam, singapore, 
thailand, bangladesh, china, india, papua-new guinea, timor-
leste and sri lanka.

Additionally, UncLoS Article 123 provides that Member States 
may “invite, as appropriate, other interested states or interna-
tional organizations to cooperate with them in the furtherance of the 
provisions of this article”. the foregoing proviso in UncLoS Article 
123 allows for another layer of stakeholder participation short of 
membership, or so-called open-regionalism. in the context of the 
central indo-pacific seas, the major extra-regional interested States 
that would be appropriate to invite, as examples and among others 
the principal members may choose, would be australia, eu, Japan, 
republic of korea, new Zealand, russia and the united states of 
america. relevant international organizations that may be invited 
to join under UncLoS Article 123 in any appropriate category (e.g., 
observers, etc.) would be the iMo, fAo, and iho, among others that 
the principal State parties would deem to invite. Additionally, duly 

accredited non-governmental 
organizations (nGo’s) can possibly 
join upon invitation or application. 
this proviso guarantees inclusivity 
in stakeholder participation in the 
joint and cooperative governance 
of enclosed and semi-enclosed 
seas.

regional seas coverage

An enclosed/semi-enclosed 
sea is defined in unclos part ix 
in Article 123 as “a gulf, basin or 
sea surrounded by two or more 
States and connected to another 
sea or the ocean by a narrow 
outlet or consisting entirely or 
primarily of the territorial seas or 
exclusive economic zones of two 

or more coastal States”. the regional seas coverage for central indo-
pacific would therefore encompass the South china Sea, the Gulf 
of thailand, the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, the archipelagic 
waters of indonesia, papua-new Guinea, philippines, the southern 
indian ocean, the Andaman Sea and the Bay of Bengal (among others 
that can be identified later). these are interconnected enclosed and 
semi-enclosed seas subsuming interconnected archipelagic waters 
within. A holistic ocean governance mechanism for the aforemen-
tioned seas is essential and indispensable for ASeAn integration and 
connectivity for Aec 2015, and initiated under asean vision 2025. 
the collective regional core interest of the ASeAn central indo-pacific 
countries which relates to maritime peace, good order, safety/secu-
rity, and the scientific conservation and management of the marine 
environment and resources, biodiversity, and the coastal zone, can 
therefore be more simply and effectively served in a coherent and 
integrated cooperative scheme under the unclos, particularly at 
part iv and part ix, thereof.

a regional cooperation scheme

in regard to joint ocean management of enclosed/semi-enclosed 
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provisions being invoked by the philippines that impacts on mari-
time territorial sovereignty and sovereign rights might not be the 
appropriate recourse considering the nature of the disputes situa-
tion. Beyond the quarrel in regard to the characteristics of the marine 
geological features in the South china Sea, there is also the matter of 
the varying legal and/or historical bases for the respective sovereignty 
claims that are attached with sovereign rights entitlements under the 
UncLoS. indeed, the hague pcA arbitration ruling of 12 July 2016, a 
year ago to date, has not contributed in any manner or form to the 
peaceful resolution of the disputes. An alternative approach under an 
UncLoS legal framework might need to be considered.

nature of the disputes situation

All sovereignty claims involving marine geological features in 
the South china Sea have pre-UncLoS origins, and now compli-
cated with added sovereign rights entitlements under the UncLoS 
that renders the overall disputes situation incapable of a resolution 
solely pursuant to the UncLoS. parenthetically, the South china Sea 
disputes situation would seem to fall squarely under the hague pcA 
rules of procedure at Section iV thereof, entitled “the Award”. in Article 
27 (2) thereat in regard to “the Award Settlement or other Grounds 
for termination”, it is so provided that “if, before an award is made, 
the continuation of the arbitral 
proceedings becomes unneces-
sary or impossible for any reason 
x x x the Arbitral tribunal shall 
inform the parties of its intention 
to issue an order for the termina-
tion of the proceedings.”  from 
early indications, the disputes are 
seemingly only capable of being 
managed or resolved through a 
political solution, whether interim 
or permanent.

a possible way forward

An alternative UncLoS-based 
formula must be explored for a 
durable legal order and institu-
tionalized governance system to 
address the ocean governance aspect of non-traditional maritime 
security concerns in the South china Sea, that also necessarily projects 
to the immediately surrounding regional sea areas, to guarantee mari-
time peace, good order and safety/security. necessarily, this direction 
would entail “a bifurcation” of the contentious issues following the 
approach of the hague pcA i.e., “shelving” of sovereignty issues and 
addressing sovereign rights, and thereafter resorting to and jointly 
constructing among parties directly concerned a norm-based regional 
ocean governance cooperation system. A norm-based cooperative 
regional ocean governance system that can be instituted under the 
UncLoS for the seas of the ASeAn and central indo-pacific is neces-
sary and indispensable for connectivity in a linked-together enclosed/
semi-enclosed seas and archipelagic waters.

the broad legal and scientific framework for a compelled coopera-
tion among States bordering enclosed/semi-enclosed seas is already 
established under the unclos part ix thereof. And most of the partic-
ipating States of the ASeAn and the central indo-pacific are parties 
to the UncLoS and thereby bound to cooperate together in ocean 
governance. there is therefore no further need for the participating 
States concerned to go through the laborious process of organization 
inasmuch as the cooperation framework and mechanism in its legal 
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seas as an aspect of non-traditional maritime security concerns, 
unclos part ix lays down the principal collective obligation, a coor-
dinating function, among States bordering such seas; that such States 
should cooperate as follows:

 � to coordinate the management, conservation, exploration 
and exploitation of the living and non-living resources of the 
enclosed and semi-enclosed sea;

 � to coordinate the implementation of their rights and duties 
with respect to the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment; and

 � to coordinate their scientific 
research policies and under-
take, where appropriate, 
joint programs of scientific 
research in the area.

Such States bordering enclosed 
and semi-enclosed seas, in regard 
to the performance of the above 
general obligations, are also duty-
bound to implement the specific 
obligations incumbent upon all 
States as laid out in unclos parts 
xii, xiii and xiv related to the 
same ocean governance concerns 
aforestated, among all others else-
where in the UncLoS, as general 
obligations and duties of States parties.

unclos part ix presents two options in the performance of the 
collective obligations contained therein, among States bordering 
enclosed/semi-enclosed seas, namely:

 � directly among States bordering enclosed and semi-enclosed 
seas, or

 � through an appropriate regional organization.

in the context of the seas of ASeAn and the central indo-pacific, 
a humongous sea area having 
common characteristic regional 
features (UncLoS Article 197) and 
complicated by the South china 
Sea maritime disputes situation, 
is the only practical and effective 
way to guarantee a durable ocean 
governance system is through an 
appropriate regional organization. 
coordinating marine scientific 
research policies and undertaking 
joint programs of scientific 
research might be the easier but no 
less daunting task relating to pure 
science and involving scientists. on 
the other hand, coordinating the 
conservation and exploitation of the living resources of the sea, and 
coordinating the implementation of the rights and duties of Member 
States in regard to the protection and preservation of the marine envi-
ronment, and in general all the other rights, obligations and duties of 
States under the UncLoS, is an infinitely complicated and sensitive 
balancing act with impacts on regional peace and security.

Maritime security concerns in the context of the seas of the ASeAn 
and the central indo-pacific region is in regard to ocean governance as 
non-traditional maritime security concerns, as said earlier. the ultimate 
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argument for an appropriate regional maritime organization for the 
purpose of undertaking joint cooperation under unclos part ix is 
that it would be the best guarantee for governance stability and dura-
bility. it must be realized that instituting joint management and sharing 
of resources in the context of the regional seas of the ASeAn and the 
central indo-pacific as enclosed/semi-enclosed seas is not a one-off 
effort. it requires continuous and dynamic cooperative ocean govern-
ance management for sustainable regional economic integration, and 
in order to forestall socio-economic issues from compromising the 
cooperation arrangement in all its aspects, including security.

conclusion

 unclos part ix is about 
joint and cooperative ocean 
governance of enclosed and semi-
enclosed seas and the collective 
obligation of States bordering such 
seas to cooperate and coordinate 
in the protection of the marine 
environment and biodiversity, and 
the management and exploita-
tion of its resources. what cannot 
be argued about, however, is that 
joint exploitation of the resources 
of the ocean have generated 
contentious socio-economic and 

political issues that have been seen to create international disputes 
threatening regional (or international) peace and security. the fore-
going socio-economic scenario that can threaten international peace 
and security was never anticipated nor foreseen for the pre-Un charter 
and pre-UncLoS conferences. it is however a factual and present 
concern in the ever-contentious maritime security situation obtaining 
in the interconnected enclosed/semi-enclosed seas of the ASeAn and 
the central indo-pacific region.

this proposed possible area of conflict management relating 
to ocean governance must be given higher prominence in a wider 

regional setting. its wide-ranging 
governance spread extends to 
trans-border activities under 
unclos part xii such as control of 
marine pollution, among so many 
others that can promote peace, 
good order and maritime safety 
and security but which at the same 
time could also develop into threats 
affecting international peace and 
security. even a rather innocuous 
sounding international law prin-
ciple of freedom of navigation in 
the high seas has become a highly 
contentious issue added on to the 
South china Sea disputes situation. 

finally, implementation of unclos part ix that promotes coopera-
tion in addressing and managing non-traditional maritime security 
concerns unarguably would result in a reduction or down-playing of 
political tensions that can help facilitate a peaceful resolution of the 
regional conflict situation.

  

This paper was presented at the 119th MARITIME FORUM held at Cebu Ports 
Authority on 9-February-2017.
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Take Defense Treaty Action  
for Philippine Sovereignty 

In South China Sea
by Anders Corr

china is building militarized islands in the South china Sea and 
ignoring international law, including in philippine territory. 
experts think china plans to build a new base on strategic 

Scarborough Shoal.  that calls for economic sanctions, and triggering of 
the U.S.-philippine defense treaty.

on Monday (10-April-2017), reuters reported china coast Guard and 
industrial fishing ship operations at scarborough shoal, the philippines, 
which are arguably a violation of philippine territorial sovereignty. the 
report said china is now allowing philippine fishermen at the shoal, but 
restricting full access to the lagoon. the ratio of chinese to philippine 
fishing boats on Monday was about 10:1. the china coast Guard ships are 
typically armed, and have shown to be armed at the shoal. chinese ships 
at the shoal on Monday included at least two approximately 75-meter 
industrial fishing trawlers. in addition, according to reuters, the chinese 
foreign Ministry confirmed that the china coast Guard was at the shoal 
to “administer fishing and preserve the peace.” this is arguably a direct 
violation of philippine sovereignty at what the hague’s permanent court 
of Arbitration (pcA) found to be an “island” last year. the u.s.-philippine 
mutual Defense treaty of 1951 applies to “islands”, and so should be trig-
gered by china’s continued armed occupation of Scarborough.

china’s occupation is an affront to the philippine sovereignty, territo-
rial integrity, and the constitution of 1987, according to which “The State 
shall pursue an independent foreign policy. In its relations with other states, 
the paramount consideration shall be national sovereignty, territorial integ-
rity, national interest, and the right to self-determination,” and that “The State 
shall protect the nation’s marine wealth in its archipelagic waters, territorial 
sea, and exclusive economic zone, and reserve its use and enjoyment exclu-
sively to Filipino citizens.”  

if allowed to continue, chinese occupation of the shoal degrades 
the philippine environment, sovereignty, and the likelihood that it will 
eventually regain control of the shoal. the longer china has control of 
the shoal, the more likely it is to build planned military facilities there, 
and the less likely it will return scarborough shoal to the philippines. 
it is critical for the natural habitat at scarborough, and for the 

A Filipino fisherman is seen past the US Navy amphibious transport dock ship USS 
Green Bay (LPD-20) during an amphibious landing exercise on a beach at San 
Antonio in Zambales province on April 21, 2015, as part of annual Philippine-US 
joint maneuvers some 220 kilometres (137 miles) east of the Scarborough Shoal 
in the South China Sea. The Philippines voiced alarm April 20 about Chinese 
'aggressiveness' in disputed regional waters as it launched giant war games with the 
United States that were partly aimed as a warning shot to Beijing. Photo Credit: TED 
ALJIBE/AFP/Getty Images
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to demonstrate non-acquiescence to china’s claim and aggressions, 
and to show the philippine government that they demand continued 
assertive measures to maintain philippine sovereignty, an inde-
pendent foreign policy, and the territorial integrity of the philippines. 
official non-acquiescence is critical to the maintenance of the 
philippines’ claims to sovereignty over scarborough, and the rest of 
the philippines’ territory and exclusive economic zone (eez) within 
china’s nine-dash line.

According to the pcA Award in the philippines v. china case, “In prac-
tice, to establish the exclusive historic right to living and non-living resources 
within the ‘nine-dash line’, which China now appears to claim, it would be 
necessary to show that China had historically sought to prohibit or restrict 
the exploitation of such resources by the nationals of other States and that 
those States had acquiesced in such restrictions.” Some international lawyers 
will argue that china’s actions over the last 20 years, now that the dispute 
has started, will not adversely affect the philippine sovereignty claim. But 
china is progressively destroying the shoal. to be on the safe side of the 
sovereignty issue, and to increase political as well as legal pressure, i think 
it critical to physically demonstrate regular official as well as popular non-
acquiescence to china’s claim. it is a political as well as legal issue, so the 
duty to defend the sovereign territorial rights of the philippine nation 
requires frequent public demonstration.

    

This article has been reprinted with permission from www.Forbes.com. To 
view the article, go to: https://www.forbes.com/sites/anderscorr/2017/04/14/

take-defense-treaty-action-for-philippine-sovereignty-in-south-china-sea/
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philippines’ sovereignty and territorial integrity, that the philippines, 
U.S., and allies immediately increase pressure on china, through 
economic sanctions and activation of the defense treaty if necessary, 
to vacate the shoal and return it to philippine administration.

china is in the process of large-scale environmental destruction 
at Scarborough Shoal and other parts of the South china Sea (ScS), 
including through widespread destruction of endangered coral and 
harvesting of endangered species such as giant clams and sea turtles. 
china has been turning barely-submerged shoals in the South china 
Sea into militarized artificial islands, replete with military runways and 
docks large enough for aircraft carriers and nuclear missile submarines. 
Some analysts think china may eventually create underwater submarine 
bastions or harbors in the South china Sea, including at mischief reef 
and scarborough. A chinese military source and maritime experts said 
last year that china plans to turn scarborough into a military base.

i visited Scarborough Shoal in June 2016, philippine independence 
day, on a “freedom Voyage” organized by the kalayaan atin ito activist 
group. two 2,580-ton china coast Guard cutters with light cannon, 
and another medium-sized china coast Guard boat, made numerous 
dangerous passes, charges, chases, and blocking maneuvers of our 
30-meter wooden fishing boat. in one case, the medium-sized china 
coast Guard boat charged us to about 4 meters, then began rocking in 
a way that made our boat pitch violently up and down. once we made it 
past the larger coast Guard boats to the shoal, filipino activist swimmers 
carrying philippine and U.n. flags swam towards the shoal, and could have 
been killed on multiple occasions as two china coast Guard speed boats 
circled them aggressively and backed their spraying propellers towards 
the swimmers within about 3 feet of slicing into their flesh.

over the course of about an hour, five very brave swimmers were 
undeterred, and as swimmer and leader of the expedition Joy Ban-eg 
diverted two china coast Guard speed boats, from which she was 
forced to push off on multiple occasions, swimmer Mariel ipan made 
it past the chinese to raise a small philippine flag on the shoal that 
day. i was there and i saw it happen. the next day, Ms. ipan wrote on 
facebook, “My near death experience at Scarborough Shoal; could've 
been the Sweetest Death.”

kalayaan atin ito’s 2016 protest of china’s occupation of 
scarborough was not official, but it had a maximum of heart and 
patriotism. it was one way in which the philippine people continued 

This picture taken on April 23, 2016 shows a member of the Indonesian navy 
standing before the Chinese trawler 'Hua Li-8' (L) in Belawan, North Sumatra. 
Indonesian warships detained a Chinese trawler allegedly operating illegally in 
Indonesian waters, just weeks after a confrontation between vessels from the 
two countries caused tensions, the navy said on April 24. Photo Credit: ABIMATA 
HASIBUAN/AFP/Getty Images.

A pro-China protester throws eggs at photos of US President Barack Obama and 
torn copies of the ruling by the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague against 
Beijing's extensive claims in the South China Sea, outside Hong Kong's United 
States Consulate on July 14, 2016. About 50 pro-China activists marched to Hong 
Kong's United States Consulate holding placards that read 'Ruling is a piece of 
paper', 'US sowing discord and stirring up trouble', as they shouted slogans such 
as 'No Compromise on South China Sea' and 'Shameless US'. The protesters 
also threw eggs on pieces of paper placed on the ground -- featuring the picture 
of US President Barack Obama -- outside the consulate. Photo Credit: ANTHONY 
WALLACE/AFP/Getty Images
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Statement of Justice Carpio  
on China's threat to go to  
war with the Philippines

the United nations charter outlaws the use or threat of force to 
settle disputes between states. in the west philippine Sea dispute, an 
arbitral tribunal created under the United nations convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UncLoS), to which china is a party, has already ruled 
with finality that the reed bank is within the exclusive economic 
Zone (eeZ) of the philippines and only the philippines can exploit 
the natural resources within philippine eeZ.

the threat of china to go to war against the philippines if the 
philippines extracts oil and gas in the reed bank, or in any area 
within philippine eez in the west philippine Sea, is a gross violation 
of the United nations charter, UncLoS, and the treaty of Amity and 
cooperation in Southeast 
Asia to which china and the 
philippines are parties.

As a nation that 
under its constitution has 
renounced war as an instru-
ment of national policy, 
the philippines’ recourse is 
to bring china’s threat of 
war to another unclos 
arbitral tribunal, to secure 
an order directing china to 
comply with the ruling of the 
UncLoS arbitral tribunal that 
declared the reed bank is 
part of philippine eeZ. the 
philippines can also ask for 
damages for every day of 
delay that the philippines 
is prevented by china from 
exploiting philippine eeZ.

the philippines can also 
bring china’s threat to go to 
war against the philippines 
before the United nations General Assembly by sponsoring a resolu-
tion condemning china’s threat of war against the philippines and 
demanding that china comply with the ruling of the UncLoS arbitral 
tribunal. china has no veto in the General Assembly.

the philippine constitution mandates that the “State shall protect 
the nation’s marine wealth in its eez, exclusive economic zone.” Since 
the philippines has renounced war as an instrument of national policy, 
the president has the constitutional duty to use all legal means 
under international law to protect philippine eeZ.

in the face of china’s open threat of war to seize philippine eez in 
the west philippine Sea, an area larger than the total land area of the 
philippines, the president cannot simply do nothing, or worse acqui-
esce to china’s action, for inaction is the opposite of protecting 
philippine eeZ.

Under international law, acquiescence is the inaction of a state in 
the face of threat to its rights under circumstances calling for objection 

to the threat to its rights. Acquiescence means the philippines will lose 
forever its eez in the west philippine Sea to china.

china’s blatant threat of war against the philippines demands 
that the philippines strengthen its defenses and alliances. in 
particular, the philippines must strengthen its alliance with the 
united states, the only country with whom the philippines has a 
mutual defense treaty. the United nations charter recognizes the right 
of states to mutual self-defense against armed aggression.

the philippines can ally with the united states because the 
united states does not claim the west philippine Sea or any philippine 
territory. the philippines cannot ally with china because china wants 

to grab for itself the west 
philippine Sea and the 
spratlys.

As long as china 
threatens the philippines 
with war over the west 
philippine Sea, the 
philippines can never lower 
its guard in its dealings 
with china.

Among all the countries 
in the world, only china has 
threatened the philippines 
with war over philippine 
eeZ in the west philippines 
Sea. the other claimant 
states in the spratlys — 
Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei 
— recognize philippine eez, 
including reed Bank, in the 
west philippine Sea. the only 
dispute of the philippines 
with Vietnam and Malaysia is 

on high-tide elevation rocks and their 12 nautical mile territorial seas in 
the spratlys, which are more than 100 nautical miles from reed bank. 
Vietnam and Malaysia are certainly not claiming the reed bank. the 
philippines has no dispute with Brunei.

reed bank is vital to philippine national interest. it is the only 
replacement for malampaya, which supplies 40 percent of the energy 
requirement of Luzon. malampaya will run out of gas in less than 10 
years. Unless the philippines develops reed Bank, Luzon will suffer 10 
to 12 hours of brownouts daily 10 years from now. this will devastate 
the philippine economy.

china’s threat of war against the philippines over the west 
philippine Sea reveals the aggressive design of china against the 
philippines. no less than chinese president xi Jingping has deliv-
ered the threat personally to philippine president rodrigo Duterte. 
this extremely troubling development calls for all filipinos to unite to 
defend the west philippine Sea in accordance with the constitution, 
international law, and UncLoS. 
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Since becoming a nation 119 years ago, filipinos have strived 
to live in freedom, an atmosphere of enduring peace and 
sustainable development towards a better and brighter 

future for us and our offspring.

this brighter future is to be shared by generations of filipinos – 
living and dead – who fought for freedom, dignity and prosperity, and 
also by us, their descendants.

three defining beacons in philippine history should guide filipinos:  
the revolutionary Spirit of 1896 at Pugad Lawin; the patriotic Spirit of 
1942 at bataan and corregidor; and the liberating Spirit of 1986 at 
eDsa.

the “cry of pugad Lawin” that Andres Bonifacio and his fellow 
katipuneros sparked on 23-August-1896 lit the flames of the philippine 
revolution. in tearing up their cedulas or tax certificates, our forebears 
did not merely repudiate the claims of Spanish colonial power over 
their persons and their possessions.  it was a symbolic act of a few 
brave men for all our people – the 6.2 million filipinos then living.

from that day onward, the story of our people would forever be 
rooted in Pugad Lawin along our quest for nationhood – and never 
again would the history of our country be the same.

revolutionary spirit of 1896

on 12-June-1998, we celebrated the centennial of philippine 
independence, together with other filipinos throughout the world.  
At that time, fVr recalled to our countrymen and countrywomen that 
100 years before, our nation’s founders gathered to declare with one 
heart, one mind and one voice our freedom from the yoke of colonial 
tyranny.

As Jose rizal visualized in his essay, the Philippines A Centenary 
Hence,  "The new Filipinas would generate a breed of Filipinos who would 
derive energy from their pre-colonial past.  They would create a future by 
their labor; work the land, the mines; and revive the maritime and trading 
skills of their forefathers…  They would be strengthened by the recovery 
of their old virtues, and ultimately attain a prosperous and independent 
existence."

As part of that historic celebration, the president issued 
proclamation 1266, “declaring the historical Sites which have played 
Supportive roles in the country’s Struggle for independence as 
centennial freedom trail (cft).” By so doing, we became more than 
a mere collection of tribes, or a chorus of tongues.  we became, in 
spirit and reality, a sovereign nation – a people united by the common 
purpose of a better future for all filipinos.

The Three Shining Moments of 
Philippine History

by Former President Fidel V Ramos

 Words from fVr 
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combatants, their loved ones, and innocent civilians caught in the 
crossfire.

those heroic filipino men and women of world war ii fought not for 
their own glory – as rousing and moving as the stories of their exploits 
are to us today – but for something many of them would never see 
with their own eyes:  the peace and the growing prosperity that their 
descendants now live under.  perhaps they understood what Aristotle 
meant when he said, more than two thousand years ago, "the goal of 
war is peace.”

the liberating spirit of 1986 at eDsa

in the renewed nationwide solidarity that burst out during those 
four pulsating days at eDsa in february 1986, filipinos redeemed the 
sacrifices of our departed forebears and fallen heroes by regaining our 
birthright of freedom, justice and national pride. we became united in 
our fortitude and determination, not merely to throw out an authori-
tarian regime that failed to govern democratically, but also to win a 
better future. today, we realize that eDsa has a much deeper meaning. 
filipinos were galvanized to direct action by their desire to reestablish 
a society of human dignity and liberty, in a land not torn apart by strife 
and at peace with itself, with a representative democratic government 
that is effective/accountable, and an overall dynamic, competitive and 
bountiful nation.

eDsa was not just a 4-day phenomenon in 1986, neither a 1-day 
commemorative event each year. eDsa straddles several generations 
of heroic struggles. it is part of a continuing revolution – one fine block 
added each year to the never-ending task of nation-building – an 
unfulfilled vision that filipinos must win and continue to sustain. its 
most significant result is the annual opportunity to infuse our people 
with new God-given resolve to make the philippines greater than 
before. filipinos should take great pride in that, in recent years, the 
collective power of common people and our spirit of edSA touched 
off similar peaceful uprisings for political liberation and human justice 
around the world.

a shrine for empowereD filipinos

the greatest loss to our posterity would be our failure to impart 
the values of transcendent events in nation-building to those 
who now bear the torch of national leadership and our younger 
generations. today, as we prepared to celebrate once again our 
independence day, we reiterate our suggestion that the edSA people 
power commission collects and centralizes the significant memora-
bilia, writings and other historical artifacts in one accessible location 
(call it the people power freedom learning center) to facilitate 
the education of filipinos about eDsa – following the example of 
the South korean Government which put up the philippines-korea 
friendship center at fort Bonifacio last 2012 on land, made avail-
able by the department of national defense, to honor the philippine 
expeditionary forces to korea (peftok). for our people’s 
continuing spirit of patriotism and better future, the president and 
commander-in-chief should now make available a respectable, 
permanent space accessible in camp Aguinaldo adjacent to our 
people power monument on eDsa as the site of our people power 
freedom learning center that shall inspire heroism and sacrifice in 
younger filipinos. they need to know – and from time to time, have 
to be reminded, what their elders had fought and died for in the 
service of God, country, people, and the environment.

KAYA NATIN ITO!

  

Please send any comments to fvr@rpdev.org. Copies of articles are available at 
www.rpdev.org. 

the national centennial commission (under Vp Salvador Laurel) 
identified such historical sites, particularly:

 � 07-June-1892, tondo, Manila: the revolutionary society katipu-
nan was founded;

 � June 1892 to July 1896, dapitan, zamboanga del norte: Jose 
rizal was exiled;

 � 23-August-1896, pugad Lawin, Quezon city: the philippine 
revolution erupted led by katipunan Supremo A.Bonifacio;

 � 30-August-1896, pinaglabanan, San Juan: the first major battle 
between katipunan rebels and Spanish colonial forces;

 � 11-november-1896, Binakayan, cavite: the first major victory by 
katipunan units took place;

 � november-december 1896, fort Santiago, intramuros, Manila: 
rizal was tried for treason;

 � 30-december-1896, Bagumbayan, Manila: rizal was executed by 
musketry;

 � 17-february-1897, zapote Bridge, cavite: katipunan rebels 
repelled large Spanish force Gov-Gen camilo de polavieja;

 � 22-March-1897, tejeros, cavite: katipuneros elected a revolu-
tionary government under Gen. emilio Aguinaldo;

 � 14-december-1897, Biak-na-Bato, Bulacan: a truce was forged 
between filipino and Spanish forces;

 � 28-May-1898, Alapan, imus, cavite: after a major victory by 
Aguinaldo, the philippine flag was first displayed;

 � 12-June-1898, kawit, cavite: philippine independence from 
Spain was proclaimed;

 � 17-november-1898, Santa Barbara, iloilo: the philippine flag was 
first raised outside Luzon island; and

 � 23-January-1899, Barasoain church, Malolos, Bulacan: the Malo-
los congress set up Asia's first democratic republic.

bataan-corregiDor:  patriotic spirit of 1942

More than 70 years have passed since world war ii. when devasta-
tion and death once reigned over the land, we now have overall peace, 
opportunity and hope for a brighter future for younger generations of 
filipinos. And precisely because of the better conditions we now enjoy, 
we must look back, and acknowledge once again our everlasting debt 
to those who gifted us with freedom. the bataan Death march took 5 
excruciating days – under the scorching sun, and without life’s barest 
necessities, it may as well have been eternity.

Many fell from sheer exhaustion, wounds, disease, hunger, 
and cruelty of the conquering army. others died in the capas 
concentration camp itself, under the most horrible conditions. in one 
day alone, a total of 383 prisoners died in camp. By 25-July-1942, more 
than 15,000 filipino and 2,500 American pows had died in captivity.

these are staggering figures that boggle the minds of those of us 
who have never had to suffer the privations of war and the horrors of 
imprisonment. But war, of course, has always been the most unnatural 
and most cruel of disasters. it is entirely man-made, and has often 
made a mockery of man’s finest talents and moral achievements. 
Many centuries ago, a sage observed that, “In peace, the sons bury their 
fathers; but in war, the fathers bury their sons.”

to most, it may seem paradoxical that it is the soldier/policeman 
who yearns for peace more than others because our public serv-
ants in uniform and their families know from firsthand experience 
the cruelties of war and violence – what sufferings are inflicted upon 

 Words from fVr 
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PRS Supports MARINA  
with Latest Technology on  

Probabilistic Damage  
Stability Calculations

the philippine register of shipping (prs) signed a Memo-
randum of Agreement (MoA) last 26-September-2016 with 
the maritime industry authority (marina) and the Society 

of naval architects & marine engineers, inc. (soname) to further 
support marina in its capacity-building for the full implementation 
of this important marina circular 2015-08 on rules and regulations 
on Subdivision and damage Stability requirements.

in this moa, the prS as a duly recognized organization, will be giving 
free access of its maxsurf enterprise suite software to marina, while 
soname will be giving free maxsurf training to marina personnel, 
and in so doing, our single maritime administration can effectively 
review and approve all submitted calculations from ship-owners.

marina circular 2015-08 entitled “rules and regulations on 
Subdivision and damage Stability requirements for philippine-
registered domestic Ships” outlines the requirements under 

resolution MSc.216(82), adopting the regulations on subdivision 
and damage stability in SoLAS chapter 11-1 which are based on the 
probabilistic concept and using the probability of survival as measure 
of ships' safety in a damaged condition. implementation of said 
circular requires powerful analytic tools to assist marina in reviewing 
the expected hundreds of submissions for approval of probabilistic 
damage Stability calculations from shipping companies.

the philippine register of shipping, inc. (prs) is the first and 
leading filipino classification Society established in 1989.  prs is driven 
by the most competent technical professionals from the philippine 
maritime industry and is backed by the society of naval architects & 
marine engineers inc. (soname).

the soname is the only professional organization accredited by 
the professional regulations commission (prc) for filipino naval 
architects. this group began way back in 1950, rebranded itself in 
2007, and this year celebrates its 67th anniversary since inception.

the maxsurf enterprise suite, Bentley’s most comprehensive 
marine product, provides the naval Architect with powerful analytical 
tools, including probabilistic damage stability, advanced motions 
prediction, and dynamic structural analysis. for passenger vessels 
and larger ships, the probabilistic damage stability in the Maxsurf’s 
Stability enterprise module provides easy-to-use graphical tools for 
defining and managing hundreds of damage conditions.

to facilitate compliance with the iMo (international Maritime 
organization) stability criteria, MAxSUrf enterprise includes a built-
in criteria library and graphical tools for defining and viewing damage 
zones. Maxsurf includes a comprehensive library of stability criteria, 
as well as the ability for users to define their own criteria. to assist 
with creating stability booklets, a unique templating system allows 
you to define the report format using a Microsoft word template 
document. the tables, graphs, and images are then automatically 
sent to the report. 

Upper left to right: Engr. Danilo Santos, Mr. Vladimer Gaspar, Engr. Edna Dela 
Cruz, Engr. Maria Teresa D. Mamisao, Engr. Thaddeus Jovellanos, Engr. Jerome 
Manuel. Lower left to right: Engr. Rolando Abella, Capt. Alfredo Vidal Jr., Engr 
Sammuel Lim, Engr. Ramon Hernandez

Left to right: Engr. Maria Teresa D. Mamisao, Engr. Edna Dela Cruz, Engr. Rolando 
Abella, Capt. Alfredo Vidal Jr., Engr. Ramon Hernandez, Engr. Sammuel Lim, Engr. 
Thaddeus Jovellanos

Screen capture from Bentley Systems' Maxsurf Stability software.
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Shipowners should expect  
a Quantum Leap  

in IT and Automation
by Martin Wingrove

Shipping should expect a quantum leap in technology 
adoption over the next 10 years as ships are built with 
more automation and it systems. anglo eastern group’s 

capt pradeep chawla said shipowners should be training seafarers 
to use the technology now. he is managing director for quality, 
health, safety, training and the environment at the ship-manage-
ment group.

capt chawla said greater adoption of it technology in shipping 
would help the shipping sector to attract a new generation of high-
tech seafarers. “i expect there will be a quantum leap in the next 10 
years in technology that goes into ships,” he said at the transas global 
conference in St. Julian, Malta. “we will need to train people now, for 
10 years from now.”

however, training should not forget the traditional methods, such 
as teaching core navigation skills as well as operating ecdiS, said 

Leaders of shipping and innovators discuss the quantum leap in technology at the Transas conference.

thomas miller p&i loss prevention advisor george Devereese.

“the technology can be fallible and crew can be surprised when 
there is a fault. Seafarers still need to look out of the window for situ-
ational awareness and use the instruments as an aid to navigation,” 
george Devereese explained.

training expert christian hempstead, owner of hempstead 
maritime training said his cadets are taught to be aware of situ-
ations outside of the technology. “it takes time to look at ecdiS 
and radar, and reduces time for situational awareness,” he said, 
adding: “they can get an understanding of this through simula-
tion training.”

christian hempstead said training should provide seafarers with 
the knowledge of how to ask the right questions from the instruments. 
“we teach traditional navigation so they can ask how they can get 
those answers,” he added.  

 marine teChnology marine teChnology
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INMARSAT and Norway's BLUE 
MARITIME CLUSTER join forces in 

digital Disruption Push
by Jonathan Sinnatt

inmarsat is working with the Blue 
Maritime cluster to formulate how 
digital disruption will transform the 

traditional shipping industry and open up 
new opportunities for ship owners, marine 
technology companies and others in the 
network for innovation.

Based in norway’s Møre region, the blue 
maritime cluster is recognized by govern-
ment as a global centre of expertise. Many of 
its marine technology suppliers are leading the 
drive to exploit shipboard sensors to monitor 
and manage equipment remotely. over 20 
cluster partners joined senior inmarsat 
management for a digital disruption workshop 
in Ålesund on 21 March to explore inmarsat’s 
future bandwidth programs, encouraging 3rd 
party innovators and disrupters to develop 
applications to exploit the capability of high-
speed broadband services via fleet xpress. 
“The global, high speed, always-on connectivity 
offered by Fleet Xpress has proven to be a game-
changer in the 12 months since launch, with 
thousands of ships committed to its unrivalled 
Ka-band plus L-band for back-up combination,” 
said gert-Jan panken, Vp Application Sales, at 
inmarsat maritime. “Reaping the true data 
and performance rewards of the network requires 
both an advanced platform, industry focus, inno-
vation and cooperation,” panken added.

A 2016 futurenautics paper suggests 
50% of shipowners already undertake analytics based on 
sensors installed on ships. gert-Jan panken said fleet xpress would 
enable the maritime industry to join the connected world and leverage the 
more than 25 billion apps, embedded software packages or intel-
ligent systems, which international Data corporation (iDc) 
is projecting to be present by 2020. “in fleet 
xpress, we have delivered a platform to create a 
new ecosystem for maritime solution providers 
and application developers to build new rela-
tionships that can disrupt the maritime industry.” 

“The Blue Maritime Cluster seeks to consolidate its role 
as a global hub for safe, sustainable, advanced and smart 
technology,” said frank støyva emblem, communications 
Manager, of blue maritime cluster. “the best way to 
embrace new generation connectivity is by working as a 
collective maritime force,” he said.

“The calibre of participants at the 
workshop showed the significance Blue 
Maritime Cluster members are giving to 

INMARSAT’s application services,” 
he said. university of aalborg’s 
professor morten lund offered 
insight into digital disrup-
tion in other industries, while 
bjørn idar remøy, Managing 
director, bourbon offshore 
norway is recognized for envi-
sioning the connected ship.

“The showing by Blue 
Maritime Cluster members at this 
event demonstrates that owners 
and suppliers at the leading edge 
in the shipping, offshore and 
fishing sectors will drive and be 
partners in, rather than specta-
tors of, the digital maritime future. 
Partnership with forward-looking 
networks like the Blue Maritime 
Cluster will help make the mari-
time data revolution a reality. Now 
is a critical moment for ship/shore 
connectivity, calling for thought 
leadership and disruption inside 
the industry, as well as disrup-
tion from outside”, concluded 
gert-Jan panken.

fleet xpress delivers a unique, 
fully integrated dual capability of 
high speed, high capacity services 

called global xpress, together with high reli-
ability safety-level services called fleetbroadband in a single 

commercial package, available anywhere. fleet xpress is enriched 
by inmarsat gateway, a service enablement platform designed 

to provide ship owners, managers and operators with access 
to a new generation of value-added maritime applications, 

services and solutions.

inmarsat’s maritime 
channel partners include all the 
leading maritime communica-

tions resellers, providing global 
reach, customer intimacy and value-added 

capabilities in support of fleet xpress, and 
a well-managed pathway for inmarsat’s 
current fleetbroadband customers to 
migrate over time up to fleet xpress.

inmarsat is the leading 
provider of global mobile 
satellite communication 
services since 1979. 
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a ship and at what part of the ship it has been loaded. refrigerated 
containers equipped with temperature sensors help ensure that perish-
able goods remain fresh. with help from satellite navigation systems, 
shippers can locate the goods at every leg of the journey.

route optimization
on land, trucks equipped with iot 

devices and GpS tracking can get to their 
destinations with an optimized route, thus 
reducing idle time on the road and at the 
port. At sea, shipping routes can also be 
optimized. Using multiple streams of data 
from weather forecasting services, GpS, 
and other ships within a large area of the 
sea, shorter routes can be plotted and 
changed accordingly. this helps to reduce 
fuel consumption, minimize delays, and to 
avoid collisions; which then translates to 
more cost savings and safer transfers.

opportunities for growth
Given that the philippines is among the top producers of seafarers, 

and filipinos are quick to adopt the latest technologies, this trend 
presents opportunities for maritime students and seasoned mariners 
to learn and further enhance their skill sets. Local information tech-
nology firms can design hardware and develop software, specifically 
embedded systems, for use in logistics and shipping operations. 
Maritime students and seafarers would greatly benefit from familiari-
zation with the technology, as more shipping companies in developed 
nations adopt it for their use. with this emerging technology and 
filipino ingenuity, the philippine maritime industry will greatly 
advance, keeping pace with the rest of the world.  

Internet of Things  
in Logistics and Shipping

By Julius Patrick Apud

in previous articles, we have discussed general applications of 
information technology in the maritime industry. we had an over-
view of technologies that are being used in modern ships. in this 

article, we will explore a new and evolving technological trend that is 
making an impact not just in the home and the workplace, but also in 
the logistics and shipping industries.

the internet of things (iot) is an inter-
connection of everyday physical objects 
such as appliances, “smart devices” (e.g. tVs, 
refrigerators, phones), vehicles, and other 
items that are embedded with electronics, 
sensors, software and network connectivity 
to store and exchange information.

it is also important to know how 
to make sense of the stored and trans-
mitted information, and to put that 
information to good use. on a small to 
medium scale, a ship captain may be 
notified when his coffee is ready, when 
his ship is in need of resupply, or when 
parts are in need of replacement. on a much larger scale, considering 
that over 90 percent of world trade is carried by sea (according to the 
international Maritime organization), this technological trend would 
help facilitate transfer of goods.

monitoring of shipments
Shipping and logistics companies would benefit a great deal in iot. 

Shipping containers equipped with sensors, single-board computers 
and communications modules would help determine whether a certain 
container is empty or full, whether or not a container has been opened 
by unauthorized persons, or when a container has been loaded onto 
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introDuction

Ship acquisition program is a very sensitive issue, thus the choice 
of a proven design warship tops the list. the cost of frigate acquisition 
is very prohibitive that it requires a careful evaluation and analysis of 
the ship systems work breakdown structures (sswbs), an item-
ized cost distribution of various components of the ship versus the 
desired requirements and capability engineered to suit the doctrine 
requirements of a navy. this article attempts to enumerate and 
discuss the criteria that would make up a frigate with proven design. 
this is the second of 12 articles on operability and combat effective-
ness of a frigate.

proven Design

A pedigree of ship design where all the aspects of design consid-
eration have the background for a proven design vessel that possesses 
the combat reputation performance of an existing warship that has 
been tested in battle, and has survived the test of the time. the ulti-
mate proof of any warship built for naval purposes is actually gained in 
actual combat or similar simulated situation.

the following discussion will describe in more detail the criteria that 
should be taken into consideration when assessing the risks through 
the levels of design in any given warship proposal for acquisition.

 � the hull form must be within plus or minus 15% of the length 
waterline, which is the true length of the ship, or a minimum 
10% of the length to breadth ratio.  the design must have been 
tested as a model at the resistance tank testing stage.

the block, prismatic, area of waterplane, midship coefficient, 
center of floatation, longitudinal center of buoyancy displacement, 
etc. would also have to be within 0.05 of those of the previous form 

for the new hull to be regarded as “proven.”

the tank testing of the scaled ship model of the ship design in 
question must display in the tank test the aspects of performance 
such as ideal and acceptable minimal resistance, bow wave, stability, 
seakeeping, etc., in order to have an accurate prediction and integrate 
the findings to the actual ship to be constructed.  this is how British 
naval Architect william froude and US navy Admiral taylor devised 
the time-honored practice in ship design in order to avert costly and 
embarrassing mistakes.  this method is now adopted worldwide 
by reputable ship designers/shipbuilders through the international 
Standard of tank test conference (ittc)

Figure 1. Tank Testing Basin with Scaled Ship Model

Frigate Proven 
Design Criteria

by Captain Tomas D. Baino PN (Ret)
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 � structural framing system.  the keel, frames, platings, stiffen-
ers, etc. must be within plus or minus 15% of the overall structural 
design philosophy and validated for strength by an independ-
ent authority (ministry of defense ship design study) through a 
classification society and which also validates practicability of a 
ship built by a shipyard. in principle, the structural philosophy is 
defined as being “very close” to the original mothership design 
of the same class of warship.

design load and strength criteria must be taken from the same 
code (that some of these will, by code, be dependent on length or 
some areas of operation and climatic condition) and same materials 
should be used, in general, in the same quality and grade of steel.

•	 propulsion system. the design and selection of a propul-
sion system must be based on how we are going to utilize the system 
by establishing an operating profile based on doctrine in ship opera-
tion that needs to be established beforehand. these questions must 
be asked: why codoG, codAG, codLAG or coGoG?  why do we need 
top speed of 24 knots Mcr for a 24-hour speed, when speed is rela-
tively very expensive? what is the total patrol area in square miles of 
our Areas of responsibility (Aor)?  how many square miles do we want 
to accomplish per patrol deployment? what is the distance of patrol 
area from point A to point B?  Speed is a function of time and distance, 
and it consumes resources such as fuel, a very valuable commodity in 
any shipping operation.

the engine is the heart of a warship. running at full speed means a 
maximum load factor is imposed on the engine. the engine would not 
last long at such constant pressure and would lead to undue stress to the 
internal combustion plant. A variable speed such as 20% maneuvering 
loitering, 70% transit/patrol and 10% interception by percentage alloca-
tion of maximum load factor of the engine brake horse power at a given 
period of the patrol time will naturally attain the Mean time Between 
overhaul (MtBo) of the engine’s life of 12,000 hours.

the choice of propulsion plant equipment and accessories must 
be based from a proven series of engine that can suit the ratings of 
the ship operation profile.  the shipbuilder should have experience 
in the specification and selection of all components of the propul-
sion train such as the propellers, gearboxes, control system, etc. 
and these should be specifically drawn from experience of equip-
ment in service and in similarly of almost the same displacement 
of warship designed for operation in a similar environment. Various 

ship signature threshold such as noise, vibration, electromagnetic 
signature threshold, shock, water-tightness and blast must be taken 
into consideration seriously.

 � combat systems requirements. the choice of weapon primar-
ily reflects on the operational requirements, which must be 
threat-driven, and the weapons should actually be in service, at 
the equipment modification state, or a version in a proven war-
ship. the weapons layered defense, priority of weapons utiliza-
tion by the order of Battle (orBAt), must be clearly outlined and 
identified, the characteristics and lethality of a threat is a must to 
achieve a high degree of success to defeat the threat either by 
hardkill or softkill.

 � the electro magnetic spectrum. evaluation and analysis of 
the electromagnetic signature threshold of the frigate must be 
also given priority for this will determine the effectiveness of 
the countermeasure either by decoy, seduction or distraction in 
order to avoid being lock-on, when hit by ordnance munitions 
with electronic guidance system (active, passive and beam rid-
ing guidance system).  in a modern war at sea, electronic warface 
capability is a necessity.

 � repair, maintenance and operating cost.  An analysis of the 
budgetary requirement to maintain the availability and readi-
ness of a battleworthy frigate must be within the range of budg-
etary expenditures with almost identical doctrine in warfighting.

 � seakeeping performance index (spi). determination of the 
ship Spi will predict various seastate conditions and avoid the 
Spi Limitation wherein the ship will encounter functionality 
degradation and still achieve minimum degradation by chang-
ing course to a suitable heading.

 � electrical power Demand. the percentage demand factor 
both for continuous and intermittent power load must be as 
low as possible, supplying power requirements during normal 
patrol run, maneuvering during entering and leaving the harbor, 
dock at port, helicopter operations, use of combat systems and 
sensors, surveillance, etc.  this will contribute drastically to fuel 
economy of operations.

 � survivability.  this is the key element in frigate design.  flood-
able length that even if the ship is flooded with seawater, she 
has sufficient buoyancy and flotation to remain under dam-
age condition at the surface of the sea. the ship must be able 
to stop the spread of damage incurred from being struck by 
weapons ordnance, and protect its crew and vital equipment 
from damage. She must be designed and equipped with system 
and sub-system redundancy by duplication, separation and 
segmentation to provide basic utility services during extremely 
hazardous situations.

circular of requirements

the circular of requirements (cor) is derived from the frigate 
warfighting doctrine that would identify the capability and perfor-
mance we need. this is a product of a war-gaming process, which is 
threat-driven so that the frigate would have the right capability to 
defend and strike against hostile forces at sea. the cor is the respon-
sibility of a navy based on a doctrine prepared beforehand. the 
navy must concentrate on the formulation of the doctrine, which is 
their core competence, rather than focusing attention on technical 
specification, which is the work of the ship designer/shipbuilder. Ship 
acquisition through the warfighting doctrine is the accountability of 
the navy to the filipino people.

Figure 2. Main Propulsion System Operating Profile
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technical specifications

technical Specifications is the duty and responsibility of the ship 
designer/shipbuilder.  this is the product of their scientific and engi-
neering approach such as tank testing/ship modeling, calculation 
on stability, strength of materials, electrical engineering, signature 
threshold analysis, speed and power, economy of operation, surviv-
ability, operability, trim, moment distributions, stress concentration, 
quality control, weapons engineering, cost trade of analysis, etc. thus 
the navy should not share the responsibilities with the designer/
shipbuilder, as those tasks are their responsibilities and what they are 
essentially paid to do. the end product of this effort is performance 
and capability that would be in compliance with the cor of a navy.

conclusion

A warship is the largest manmade vehicle ever created that oper-
ates on a very complex hostile environment. She must be perfectly 
designed in order to operate independently to assert influence at sea. 

A ship with a proven design is identical to a designed and built 
ship engineered to suit exactly the warfighting doctrine of a particular 
navy. there will be some design flaw but they must be within tolerable 
limits. if the flaws are obvious especially on ship performance, then she 
will have that bad performance reputation throughout her serviceable 
lifetime in the fleet, which is very costly and sheds doubtful capability 
in combat. Ship acquisition cost is very prohibitive that we must do it 
right the first time in order not to waste the taxpayer’s money.

the absence of a doctrine of a warship will make a navy blind 
to what it really intends to possess to carryout her mission effec-
tively, as well as to what concept it is really heading for, to obtain 
the ship we intend to acquire for our national security. A WARSHIP IS 
A NATIONAL INVESTMENT.

recommenDation

it is not enough that a frigate used by one or two countries 
navy will answer the proven design warship. this can mislead us.  
we must scrutinize diligently what we are looking for in a ship 
suited to our needs.  the foregoing discussion enumerated in this 
article can be tools of ship selection management that can lead us 
to a proven design warship.

it is recommended that the existing Afp modernization law on 
proven design be reviewed for inclusion of the parameters of ship 
acquisition and technical selection. implementing rules and param-
eters mitigate the levels of technical and financial risks of the project.

these are just some basic but important information that i can 
share on ship acquisition program of the government.
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Dear Editor,

I am submitting this unique idea that can be considered under the subject of 
“Concept of extraterritoriality.“ 

    ---Atty. Fernando C. Campos

Concept of Extraterritoriality 

Extraterritoriality is a concept similar to the 2 Separate Administrative Regions of 
China —the MAINLAND and HONGKONG. It is a unilateral declaration of CHINA 
as a sovereign State and was accepted by GREAT BRITAIN as a co-equal Sovereign 
State paving the way for acceptance by the whole UNITED NATIONS.

A unilateral declaration by the Philippines of extraterritoriality in favor of the BIMP/
EAGA to put-up the first multi-ethnic, multi-racial and multi-religious Administrative 
region under the aegis of the UNITED NATIONS. After ratification by the Philippine 
Senate could become a valid treaty obligation and if ratified by the separate legislatures of 
the BIMP would then be a genuine separate Administrative Region administered not by any 
of the four countries but by the UN Specialized Body.

It will not be difficult to visualize the coordination of the new townsites because 
from its conception to its completion and actual occupancy the 4 participating coun-
tries would be involved in a cooperative manner. Being a corporation owned by the 4 
participating countries, its administrative organs will be shared by the 4 stockholders 
but constituted as an Administrative Body under the UN.

In case of breakdown of law and order, unlike in ALEPO where the armies of the 
5 warring factions receive orders from their political patrons, the Commanders of the 4 
security forces would be under the UN, not under their respective governments, hence, 
carnage could be avoided.

  

Atty. FERNANDO C. CAMPOS is an advocate of the BIMP/EAGA integration into 
townsites development as nucleus of multi-racial, multi-ethnic & multi-religious integration 

to stop expansion of ISIS.
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Fisherfolk and Agri Officials Sail to 
Benham Rise, Stake PH Claim with 

Fishing Markers
by DA-BFAR and Fisherfolk Coordination Unit

on board the government’s multi-mission research vessel, m/v 
Da-bfar, fisherfolk and officials from the Department of 
agriculture and bureau of fisheries and aquatic resources 

(Da-bfar) sailed to philippine rise on 06-May-2017 and deployed fish 
aggregating devices, commonly called payao, to stir up more fishing in 
the region. A traditional philippine payao is a simple bamboo raft with a 
superstructure at or just below the waterline, commonly constructed with 
palm fronds. Using hand-line fishing, fishermen take advantage of the 
pelagic fish' attraction to floating objects. Large tuna can be caught using 
a payao at depths of under 300 meters.

Agriculture Secretary emmanuel 
“manny” piñol led the sailing mission of 
m/v Da-bfar to stake the country’s claim 
over the region and develop its potential as 
an alternative fishing ground for filipino fish-
ermen. the 13-million hectare philippine 
rise, formerly Benham rise, is teeming with 
tuna and other high-value fish species.

“the president gave me his go-ahead 
to explore the philippine rise. it was his 
directive to assess the potential of the 
region and to find out what i can about its natural fisheries resources,” 
said Secretary manny piñol. the agency is eyeing the development of 
philippine rise as a special fisheries management area, an exclu-
sive food supply zone, to optimize its fisheries potential.

furthermore, bfar is planning to come up with a comprehensive 
fisheries management and Development plan for philippine rise 
to ensure protection and sustainable use of fisheries resources there. 
this is in parallel with the plan of the fisheries sector to seek alternative 
fishing grounds for filipino fishers to ease up fishing pressure on the 
country’s traditional fishing grounds.

fisheries support for the fisherfolk

15 payaos were deployed in the vicinity of the 35-meter deep 
Benham Bank, which together with the whole philippine rise region 
was declared by the United nations as within the philippine extended 
continental shelf (ecs) in 2012.  Another 14 payaos will be distrib-
uted soon and dropped in locations set by fisherfolk recipients.  

15 fisherfolk from central luzon and calabarzon joined the sailing 
mission and helped in mapping the devices’ coordinates. Aside from 

payaos, they were also given 15 thirty-
meter fiberglass boats and other fishing 
paraphernalia.

“we had local fishermen show us where 
they wanted to place the payaos. we also 
gave them the necessary fishing gears, such 
as boats and handlines, so they could check 
on their payaos and profit from them,” 
bfar national director eduardo gongona 
said, referring to the bfar’s regular liveli-
hood assistance sorties and the national 
payao program (npp), which seek to 
provide marginalized fisherfolk with equip-

ment to jumpstart their income.  

government to protect philippine rise and filipino fishers

director gongona said the government through bfar shall support 
filipino fishermen setting out to philippine rise and ensure their protec-
tion against foreign vessels poaching on philippine waters. the Da-bfar 
recommends the installation of a floating structure on philippine rise 
to serve as a research station and docking station for philippine vessels. 
the structure will make way for easy-access air transportation through a 
helipad and increase philippine government visibility in the region. 
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Giant and Reef Mobula Rays in 
the Philippines

by Vicky Viray Mendoza

there are two species under the genus Manta: Manta biro-
stris and Manta alfredi. Both manta ray species are found in 
the philippines, and are closely related to sharks, skates, and 

other rays. collectively, they are Elasmobranch fish because they have 
skeletons made of cartilage instead of bone. Although related to Sting-
rays, the manta rays have no stingers on their long whip-like tail, do 
not attack, and are not dangerous to humans. the manta rays do not 
have a spiny tail as the devil ray, a close relative from the genus Mobula. 
Manta rays are gentle giants. the mouths of manta rays are right at the 
front, while the other rays have its mouth on the underside of the head. 
Manta rays and devil rays are the only ray species that have evolved from 
bottom feeders to filter feeders (dean & Bizzarro, 2007).

Manta birostris was first described by J.J. walbaum in 1792 and 
J.A. donndorff in 1798; while Manta alfredi was first described by 
J.L.G. krefft in 1868. Up until 2009, Manta alfredi was lumped with 
Manta birostris until differences in morphological features, habitat, 
and behaviors were pointed out. Both manta species belong to 
family Mobulidae.

the manta got its name from the portuguese or Spanish word 
meaning “mantle,” and a type of blanket-shaped trap tradition-
ally used to catch rays. the Manta alfredi was named after Queen 
Victoria's son prince Alfred, who survived an assasination attempt in 
clontarf, Sydney in 1868.

Manta birostris is called the giant manta ray, while the Manta 
alfredi is called the reef manta ray.  the reef manta ray lives inshore, 

near corals, rocky reefs and shallow waters along the coastline, while 
the giant manta ray is oceanic, lives offshore, and highly migratory. 
rare sightings of the giant manta ray suggest it undergoes significant 
seasonal migrations. the giant manta ray is elusive while the reef 
manta ray is curious and friendly, will approach, and locally migra-
tory in short distances. the giant manta ray is similar in appearance 
to the reef manta ray. however, there are distinguishing features. the 
first difference is in size, as the adult giant manta ray is much bigger 

Reef Manta Ray (dorsal side)

marine environment 
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marine environment 

than the adult reef manta ray. color pattern is a more effective way 
to distinguish one from the other, as well as their spots and markings, 
which are also used to identify individual rays in the wild.

the reef manta ray has a dark dorsal side with usually two 
lighter areas on top of the head, looking like a nuanced gradient of 
its dark dominating back coloration from whitish to greyish, and the 

longitudinal separation between these two lighter areas forms a “y.” 
the giant manta ray has a much darker dorsal side, with two white 
areas sans a gradient effect. the line of separation between the two 
white areas forms a "t." (Manta trust)

the reef manta ray has a white ventral belly with spots 
between the gill slits and across the edge of its pectoral fins and 
abdomen. the giant manta ray has a white ventral belly with spots 
in the lower abdomen and a wide gray margin along its pectoral 
fins. its cephalic fins on both sides the mouth and gill slits are black, 
while those of the reef manta ray are white. cephalic fins help 
draw plankton to the mouth. the eyes are behind the cephalic fins. 
Behind each eye is a spiracle, an opening that draws in oxygenated 
water without having to use its gills.

the giant manta ray can span 22 feet, wingtip to wingtip and 
weigh over 3,500 lbs., making them the largest ray of more than 500 
species of rays and skates. the reef manta ray is smaller, can span 
18 feet, wingtip to wingtip, and can weigh up to about 3,000 lbs, 
making them the second largest ray among the rays and skates. giant 
manta rays have a circum-tropical and semi-temperate distribution 
throughout the world’s major oceans. however, actual populations 
are sparsely distributed and highly fragmented due to their specific 
resource and habitat needs. they are, thus, rarely seen compared with 
the reef manta ray, despite their larger distribution across the globe.

the giant manta ray is a seasonal visitor to both coastal and 
offshore sites, brought on by upwelling of nutrients. while they may 
seem solitary, they can aggregate in large schools of >30 individuals 
to feed, mate, or clean. the few sightings of the giant manta rays are 
seasonal or sporadic, but in a few locations, their presence is a common 
occurrence. it is capable of deep dives and has been tracked down to 
depths exceeding 3,280 ft. (Marshall et al, 2011). the reef manta ray 
can dive to depths exceeding 1,300 ft. (Braun et al, 2014).

the giant manta ray occurs in tropical, sub-tropical and 
temperate waters of the Atlantic, pacific and indian oceans, and is 
sighted in oceanic island groups, offshore pinnacles, and seamounts 
while visiting cleaning stations to have parasites removed, or to feed 
at the surface. the reef Manta ray has a widespread distribution in 
tropical and subtropical waters worldwide, and is sighted in their 
inshore coastal habitats. the reef manta ray lives in an identical 
wide area with some short migrations in pursuit of zooplankton. 
they therefore exhibit a sedentary behavior with precise areas for 
cleaning and feeding in close proximity to coasts, reefs or islands 
(Marshall et al, 2015).

lifestyle. Manta rays have a pelagic lifestyle, spending much of 
their time near the water’s surface, swimming continuously through 
the water column instead of resting on the sea floor like other rays. 
they may take to the air. when manta rays jump out of the water in 
groups, it is a spectacle. they jump out of the water to play or dislodge 
parasites off their skin. they can sail several yards underwater to avoid 
predators at an escape speed of 15 mph.

feeding. Manta rays are filter feeders that primarily eat micro-
scopic plankton and krill. As a manta ray swims, it takes in seawater 
with the help of its cephalic fins on both sides of its mouth. the water 
then passes through the manta’s comb-like gill rakers, tiny projections 
on the gills that filter food while water exits through the gills. A full-
grown adult can consume about 60 lbs of food daily. As mantas have 
the largest brain to body weight ratio among shark or ray species, they 
remember the best feeding grounds (Ari & d’Agostino, 2016).

reproduction. the mating season is triggered by a full moon and 
initiated by the pursuing male. the manta ray gives birth to a live pup 
that hatches and develops from an egg inside the mother. thus, the 

Reef Manta Ray (ventral side)

Giant Manta Ray (dorsal side)

Giant Manta Ray (ventral side)
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manta ray is ovoviviparous, meaning, the fertilized egg develops within 
the mother’s oviduct and is enclosed in an egg case as the developing 
embryo feeds on the yolk. After the egg hatches, the pup remains in 
the oviduct and receives nourishment from a milky secretion (Marshall 
& Bennett, 2010). Since the pup does not have an umbilical cord to its 
mother, the pup obtains oxygen and nutrients through the uterine wall 
(tomita et al, 2012). Manta rays only reproduce at 8 to 10 years of age. 
the gestation period takes about a year, and only one pup is born every 
2-3 years. one female may give birth to only 10 pups in her lifetime, and 
this low reproductive rate is one reason why the manta ray population is 
Vulnerable. when fully developed, the pup is 4 ft 7” in width, and weighs 
20 lbs. it is expelled from the mother’s oviduct, usually near the coast, 
and remains in shallow-waters for a few years while it grows (Marshall & 
Bennett, 2010). research indicates that manta rays can live to at least 50 
years of age, if not over-fished.

sightings in the philippines. the rare giant manta rays have 
been sighted living near the islands of pamilacan and malapascua in 
cebu, and in the sulu sea.  the reef manta rays have been sighted 
living near the coastlines of bohol sea, and Donsol in sorsogon; el 
nido islands, and tubbataha reef park in palawan. the bohol sea 
is an important habitat for large marine animals that benefit from the 
seasonal upwelling of cold, nutrient-rich water from the deep to the 
upper layers. Both manta species can be found at the manta bowl 
at ticao pass, masbate. the manta bowl shoal is an underwater 
atoll, which covers about an 8-hectare flat area. the shoal is in the 
middle of the ocean and has little protection from winds or waves. 
manta bowl is the manta ray capital of the philippines, the habitat 
of the world’s biggest ray. ticao pass has one of the world’s highest 
concentration of plankton due to the strong currents from the San 
Bernardino Strait. these currents push large groups of plankton and 
other organisms to gather in the area, making this an ideal cleaning 
and feeding station for the manta ray.

threats. Manta rays are killed or captured by harpoon, netting, 
trawling, gaff hooks, hand spears, gillnets, longlines, driftnets, and 
purse seines. they are easy to target because of their large size, slow 
swimming speed, aggregative behavior, predictable habitat use, and 
lack of human avoidance. over-fishing is the main threat to manta 
rays around the world, whether the fishing is artisanal, targeted, or 
bycatch, since many manta ray fisheries are unregulated or underre-
ported. certain monitored subpopulations of giant manta rays have 
been depleted as a result of sustained pressure from fishing. of partic-
ular concern is the targeting of giant manta rays at critical habitats 
or well-known aggregation sites where numerous manta rays can be 
targeted with relatively low catch-per-unit-effort (cpUe).

A study in pamilacan island, cebu reported that up to 1,000 rays, 
particularly giant manta rays and a few species of the genus Mobula (e.g., 
Devil Ray) are harvested annually in directed fisheries. over 35 villages 
participated in this fishery. the season is from September until June the 
following year, and peaks in november and december. Although these 
targeted fisheries have been active for generations, some claiming since 
the 1800s and others since the mid 1950s, the fishermen noted that 
cpUe and overall number of rays have declined significantly in recent 
times. Japanese sports divers suggest that the giant manta rays popu-
lation at one site in the sulu sea fell by 50%-66% in 7 years from the end 
of the 1980s (M. nishitani). the fishermen reported a decrease in catch 
and landings since the record landings in the 1960s.

manta rays are in high demand in international trade markets. 
their cartilage is used as filler in shark fin soup, and their skin is used 
to produce shoes, wallets, and sandpaper. in many traditional chinese 
communities, manta ray gill rakers are believed to treat a variety of 
ailments, including cancer, without any proven scientific basis (Manta 
trust, 2016). Because of high medicinal demand, manta gill rakers can 

sell for $200 per pound. A single dead manta ray can fetch $50. other 
threats to manta rays include boat strikes, habitat loss, climate change, 
and pollution. Global populations have decreased by more than 30%, 
or 80% in some regions, over the last 75 years.

conservation. the international union for conservation of 
nature (iucn) 2016 redlists both giant and reef manta ray species 
as Vulnerable because of their rapid decrease in population due to 
over-fishing, uncompensated by their late sexual maturity and low 
birth rate. the convention on the conservation of migratory 
species of wild animals (cms) Appendices i and ii lists the giant 
manta ray as a species of international concern. the philippines has 
taken steps to protect manta rays although these laws are not always 
enforced. the convention on international trade in endangered 
species (cites) Annex ii provides protection to both the giant and 
reef manta rays in the philippines.

dive tourism involving manta rays is a growing industry and has 
demonstrated that sustainable tourism significantly enhances their 
economic value in comparison to short-term returns from fishing. the 
estimated value of a single manta ray over its lifetime is $1M because 
it provides repeated ecotourism opportunities. the estimated yearly 
value for the gill raker trade is $11M compared to the yearly esti-
mated value of manta dive tourism, which is $27M. despite its higher 
ecological and economic importance than trade, manta rays are still 
increasingly threatened by human activity.

the philippine manta ray project finds there is inadequate enforce-
ment of the manta ray fishing ban, and that new target fisheries are on 
the rise to supply the gill raker trade. not only does this trend have severe 
implications for the manta species and the country’s ecosystem health, but 
it may also lead to economic hardship for coastal communities that rely 
on manta meat for income, food security, and manta tourism. Manta ray 
fishing was banned in the philippines in 1998, but was lifted in 1999 due 
to pressure from fishermen. in a yearlong survey covering March 2002-
2003, there were 156 giant manta rays caught between november and 
January. Since then, the manta ray ban has been reinstated, and manta 
rays are now rare in the philippines, especially in bohol sea where the 
fishery study was focused (Manta trust). planktonic productivity occurs 
from november to April in bohol sea (cabrera et al, 2011; Gordon et al, 
2011) and coincides with seasonal visits of large planktivorous elasmo-
branchs such as manta rays (rayos et al, 2012).

Although manta rays have been traditionally fished for centuries for 
food, the increase in landings is suspected to supply the gill plate trade 
instead. Most of this catch is illegal, unregulated, and unreported. the 
philippines has an excellent fisheries code (r.A.8550) but it strug-
gles to implement the act particularly at the municipal government 
level, which has responsibility for waters within 15 km, where the 
majority of fishing takes place. According to catch data, most rays are 
being landed at municipal waters. thus, the philippine manta ray 
project recommends that since manta rays have such high vulner-
ability to fishing pressures, incidents of increased landings need to be 
reported, confirmed, and acted upon swiftly if the remaining popula-
tions of these rays are to survive within this region (Manta trust).

in the 2013 redlist assessment for marine mammals published 
by marine wildlife watch of the philippines (mwwp) and Denr-
bfar-Da, it finds that when whale sharks and manta rays are beached, 
they suffer from asphyxiation as they can only respire in water. exposure 
to the sun can dehydrate and overheat their body quickly, and their skin 
is susceptible to abrasions when out of the water. when a live manta ray 
is beached, it should be immediately placed back in the water to allow 
respiration to take place, and, the manta should be facing the sea since 
it cannot swim backwards. Manta rays are very delicate and can easily 
perish, thus time is of the essence during beaching incidents. 
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Telemedicine on Vessels would save 
Lives, say 98% of Seafarers

by Martek Marine

Seafarers are the lifeblood of the shipping industry and are 
critical to its future sustainability. that said, are we doing 
enough to ensure the welfare of those at sea? furthermore, 

could major improvements to crew welfare save the shipping industry 
millions of dollars per year?

is crew welfare key to a safe voyage?  A seafarer’s state of well-
being can make the difference between a safe transit and an incident 
with resulting major cost to a shipping company. it’s not then surprising 
that shipowners are looking for innovative new ways to improve crew 
welfare and avoid unnecessary disruption and costs. Loneliness, depres-
sion, fatigue and stress all add to the problem and are a growing and 
huge scale problem at sea, due in part to the fast turnaround of ships 
which has significantly reduced crew’s interest to go ashore.

improved crew welfare inspires productivity & efficiency. efforts 
are being made to improve crew welfare: it is becoming common for 
ships to have a crew member who is responsible for the welfare of those 
onboard, such as a ‘welfare officer’ and new initiatives and charters are 
starting to emerge aimed at improving the welfare of those at sea. Last 
year, the sustainable shipping initiative (ssi) introduced a charter to 
encourage shipowners to take crew welfare beyond maritime labour 
convention (mlc) requirements. owners that meet the charter’s criteria 
will be demonstrating that they recognize the value of their crew. SSi 
expects these owners will attract and retain the best talent, which will 
inspire more productivity and efficiencies within operations.

in terms of crew health, shipowners are obliged under mlc 2006, 
to ensure that they provide, ‘access to prompt and adequate medical 
care whilst working on board.’ Seafarers should also be provided, ‘with 
medical care as comparable as possible to that which is generally 
available to workers ashore.’ that said, the average merchant vessel is 
staffed by less than 25 people, meaning it’s not mandatory to have a 
doctor onboard the vessel and this being the case, the vast majority 
of ships do not have access to a medical professional when they are 
offshore. therefore, when a crewmember falls ill, a tough decision 
often has to be made by the crew.

without a doctor and diagnostic equipment, judging the severity 
of a condition can be very difficult. continuing a voyage when a crew-
member falls ill could result in conditions worsening, yet diverting, 
or arranging a medical evacuation could lead to significant costs and 
delays. According to a study by the international maritime health 
association (imha) on 23,299 commercial ships with 420,000 crew-
members, 1 in 5 ships are forced to divert due to crew illness each year 
and the average cost per ship diversion is $180,000.

many costly and disruptive diversions are unnecessary. 
difficult to diagnose conditions such as gastroenteritis add to the 
problem. despite being responsible for a huge number of diversions 
& medical evacuations, patients typically recover within a few days 
of going ashore, making the costly and disruptive diversions unnec-
essary. Another key and growing issue, is the challenge surrounding 
ongoing monitoring of patients in the case of chronic conditions, or 
mental health concerns, particularly important on longer voyages.

telemedicine is the answer according to 98% of seafarers.  
in fact, results released in a recent seafarers’ survey carried out by 

maritime professionals’ trade union nautilus international and global 
maritime technology innovator martek marine, indicated that 98% of 
seafarers thought that a greater provision of telemedicine on vessels 
would not just improve crew welfare, but actually save lives at sea.

telemedicine is the remote diagnosis and treatment of patients 
by means of telecommunications technology. on a vessel, moni-
toring devices are used with wireless sensors, such as a blood pressure 
monitor; pulse oximeter; ir forehead thermometer; ecG monitor and a 
glucometer. the sensors are attached to a crewmember to record their 
vital signs. the vital signs data is transmitted via wireless connection to 
an onshore doctor, and this data, combined with high-definition, one-
to-one video service between the doctor and the patient, enables the 
clinician to make an accurate, informed diagnosis using real patient 
data, combined with the patient’s medical history.

martek marine offers the first complete telemedicine solution 
available for a monthly fee. Setting the system apart from other tele-
medicine services, ivital is a complete solution: offering the necessary 
hardware, software and specialist clinical service, which provides access 
to a team of medical experts who specialize in the health of seafarers. 
foolproof, the medically certified hardware and software can be used 
by anyone. wireless sensors are attached to the patient and vital signs 
data is transmitted to the clinician onshore. the clinician then uses the 
data, combined with the patient’s medical history and one-to-one video 
consultation with the patient, to make a quick and accurate diagnosis. 
ivital advances offshore medical care & ultimately save lives.

further benefits offered by ivital include, improved crew retention, 
reduced lost time, and reduced unnecessary medical evacuations and 
diversions. Available with no capital investment, ivital is cost-effective 
and accessible, costing under $10 per day for the complete solu-
tion. Maritime professionals’ trade union nautilus international and 
global maritime technology innovator martek marine’s 2017 survey of 
seafarers, indicates that much more must be done to improve the acces-
sibility and quality of healthcare services onboard seafaring vessels.

the maritime labour convention (mlc) states that all ships 
carrying over 100 crewmembers and passengers for voyages of three 
days or more must have a medical doctor onboard. however, the 
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would make them feel safer at sea, 82% of those questioned specified 
the ability to transfer live vital signs to a Uk based medical professional 
who can diagnose patients and offer advice. 98% of seafarers agreed 
that a greater provision of telemedicine on vessels would save lives. “in 
this day and age, it is crazy that i should be flicking through an outdated 
book to try and diagnose appendicitis, when there is technology avail-
able to let an expert diagnose it for me,” said one seafarer.

martek marine offers the first marine approved, wireless telemedi-
cine solution available for a monthly fee. ivital advances offshore 
medical care and saves lives. Available with no capital investment, 
ivital is cost-effective and accessible. the impact on safety of life at sea 
is huge, with benefits including; increased patient engagement and 
better patient care quality; quicker and more convenient clinical access; 
a reduction in lost time through illness and injury, an improved crew 
retention, and a greatly reduced, unnecessary patient evacuations.

“the survey results show that crew, often with little medical training, 
are often left with an impossible decision to make when someone falls ill 
offshore,” says paul luen, martek group ceo. “they’re forced to judge the 
severity of a condition, typically without any diagnostic equipment, leaving 
them with the choice of risking the wellbeing of the crew member, or 
substantial diversion costs. telemedicine is the answer. ivital gives seafarers 
access to top level healthcare at a small cost, meaning it’s an accessible way 
to safeguard the wellbeing of those onboard ships and dramatically reduce 
the amount of unnecessary diversions and medical evacuations.”

“this is truly an informative survey and such information assists 
nautilus in seeking an improvement to medical provision at sea. 
telemedicine is essential for today’s shipping industry. As well as estab-
lishing the need for appropriate treatment of seafarers and ensuring 
that they get it, the use of telemedicine may reduce the need for devia-
tion,” said allan graveson, nautilus Senior national Secretary. 

majority of merchant vessels are crewed by fewer than 25 people 
and therefore don’t benefit from an onboard healthcare professional 
offshore. when asked if seafarers felt that they had the same quality 
of healthcare at sea as they did onshore, 82% of those surveyed stated 
“no” and the main reasons given related to the lack of access to a Gp. 
results of the survey also indicated how common medical evacuations 
and diversions are at sea: alarming considering the average cost of a 
ship diversion is $180,000. “we divert, speed up, slow down, whatever 
is needed to help if there is a serious enough medical issue,” said one 
seafarer, who explained, “it’s not always clear how urgent a case is.”

in fact, a staggering 68% of those questioned had been on a 
vessel that was forced to divert due to a medical emergency and 
70% had been on a vessel where there had been a medical evacua-
tion. emergencies experienced at sea ranged from severed limbs and 
broken bones, to gunshot wounds, tropical diseases, allergic reac-
tions and Sudden cardiac Arrest. in the event on an injury or illness 
at sea, when asked what their main concern would be, nearly half of 
those questioned specified the lack of adequate healthcare provi-
sion offshore. in addition, 66% of people stated that they would be 
concerned about their own ability to handle a medical emergency. 

in contrast, 69% of people surveyed said they would be confident 
making a decision on whether an injury, or illness was severe enough 
to warrant a diversion, or evacuation, if they had a trained medical 
consultant on the end of the phone. “there should be a means where 
increasing connectivity can be taken advantage of, like a video chat 
to enable trained health personnel to see the casualty, or patient and 
advise,” said a participant. “An instantly advisable system via video link 
to a qualified medical practitioner would be beneficial,” said another.

Many crew rely on a physical copy of the Ship captain’s Medical Guide 
for medical guidance when working on board a ship. when asked what 
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